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UNCONVENTIONAL BA.TrLEFIELD WEAPONS

1.

-INTRODUCTI ON

Melpar, Inc . has included in the following _a .summary of its
background and capabilities in the area of new and unconventional
weapons for the -1970 battlefield.
.portion

~f

The company has directed a significant

its research and development during the last two years in

theoretical and experimental investigations related to -weapon concepts
for design criteria leading to future operational battlefield conditions .
The purpose of the various studies ·has been to bring the advanced state
of the art technique to practical utilization for future ground forces
weapons.

Specific areas of investigations and the scope of recommended

future programs ·are contained in this report .
The breadth of research of Melpar's technical staff which is
associated with unconventional battlefi eld weapons is -illustrated in Table 1.
The major investigations have included optical, _acoustic, biological, plasma,
and laser personnel and facilities .

Some general informative .discussion is

given in the immediate following pages to assist in defining the purpose and
general results of various facets of the program.

In the Appendices more

technical reports :and data are offered to indicate -the depth of some of the
individual studies .

Within the bounds of known physical principles, several

.promi sing weapon concepts worthy of continued research and development study
are delineated.

They range from the well defined scotomatic glare ·weapon to

the futuristic kugelblitz weaponj in sophistication they can include the
subtle -alpha rhythm incapacitating weapon .and the powerful lethal laser
weapon.

Such a vista of potentialities indicates a likelihood of signifi-

cant supplements to the Army's ·weapons arsenal by -1970.
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Melpar R&D Studies Related to Battlefield Weapons

ACOUSTICS

Scotomatic Glare
High Intensity
Light Source

Ultrasonics

Modulated Pulsed
Light
Eidetic Visual
Memory

Biological Effects
or RF Radiation
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Particle Radiation
Psycho-Acoustics

Flash Blindness
Protection

BIOLOGI CAL

PIASMA

Electro Magnetic
and
Hydromagnetic
Interactions

IASERS

Giant Pulse

2.

· MELPAR 'S R&D STUDIES RELATED TO BATTLEFIELD WEAPONS

2.1

Optics

2. 1.1

Scotomatic Glare
Recent theoretical work has been performed on scotomatic glare

under an RAC contract. ·The study was concerned with dazzling by means of

j

lasers ·and high intensity light sources.

The main substance of the report

is provided in Appendix A.
Scotoma, the inability to see the real environment, occurs if

J

the human eye is -subjected to intense light energy ·above the level of
2
·approximately ·1 lumen-second/ ft •

A disturbing set .of positive and negative

images is seen after the initial blindness passes. .At illuminance- time
2
.·products of ·10 lumen- seconds/ft the visual recovery. time is in the range
of 7 to 12 seconds .

·A .large number of graphs on ·scotomatic ·glare for both
high intens i ty ·light sources ·are ·presented in Appendix A.

lase~

and

The -p arameters

of range and beam divergence ·are defined for various sources to produce
a given illuminance time product and recover time. ·

J

The FX-56 xenon flash lamp was found to be ·among the best of the
sources, for it could expose 5200 ft

2

of area with a solid angle of 0.005

steradians a;t a range of 1000 ft . and a re-covery . time of at least 10
.seconds .

The FX- 56 .can be pulsed much faster than 0.1 pps, which would
:2

make ·all human vision blacked in the 5200 ft

'

area at 1000 ft range because

the eye ·requires about .0. 1 seconds to blink.

6

.Although lasers are much less efficient than the FX- 56, they
provide excellent luminescence geometry• . For example, a 100 joule output
2
laser ·will dazzle 1040 ft at .a range of 1000 ft with a beam divergence of
0. 001 steradians for ideal atmospheric conditions .

Eventual improvements

in optical pumping will encourage the increased use of lasers

J

for~ossible

weapons applications. ·A sufficiently large laser ·a rray can produce a
long visual recovery time at ranges of miles under good atmospheric conditions.
Other . devices, such ·as flash bulbs, mercury :arcs, and carbon arcs

J

are ·also capable of being used as dazzling sources .

They -are not as

efficient as xenon flash lamps, nor do they possess the desirable luminance
geometry of lasers.
2. 1.2

High Intensity Battlefield Light Sources

2.1.2. 1

Microwa~e

Enhanced Sources

A two year p:rogra.m on bright .l ight sources has led to new approaches

J

to high intensity ·l ight sources.

The program ·is concerned with the develop-

ment of microwave ·pumped high intensity plasma sources with the emission
concentrated in a relatively narrow band.

The basic principle is micro-

·wave enhancement by several orders of magnitude of radiation from the lowest
·excited state of an atom or the lowest excited electronic state of a
molecule •
. Where electromagf etic waves are incident upon .a conducting medium
it is possible to choose the angle of incidence ·and the orientation of the
electric vector 'With respect to the boundary of the medium so that at l east

7

ninety percent is reflected.
between a plasma and .a

Thus a high degree of coupling is possible

micro~ve

field.

Experimental and theoretical studies carried out to .date indicate
that the observed high light output levels combined with very high
efficiencies :are due ·a t -least in

~art

to

st~mulated

emission and that the

method can be used to develop microwave pumped vapor lasers ·wtth ·average
outputs of the order of 1 kilowatt . -Depending on the material used, more
than eighty percent of the radiation energy emitted .can be concentrated
in _a band ranging between 40 and 400~ in width .at specified spectral
locations.

This is to be contrasted with the case of xenon or mercury high

intensity lamps where the radiant energy emitted is spread over the entire
spectrum extending from the infrared to the ultraviolet.

Thus tbe micro-

wave -pumped sources are capable of furnishing the highest output to ·input
ratio per ·angstrom.
Table II :provides an interesting comparison of high intensity
xenon arc lamps of power levels similar to the Melpar enhanced source.
· Since no lamps ·are available with the same power input .as the sodium flame,
data are

list~d

for lamps of both higher and lower power.

Because pumping is affected by microwaves, the source can provide CW or pulsed output.

Pulse rates of 10 kilocycles or higher can be

achieved.

J

2.1.2. 2

Xenon Arc Searchlights
Melpar has participated in _a contract for the qualifications of

all components for ·a 12 KW short ..arc xenon tank searchlight.

The search-

-light was designed to provide battl efield or general illumination using

8

TABLE II

Comparison of Melpar Enhanced Light Source With
Two Xenon Arc Lamps

Melpar Sodium
Source
Power Consumption (watts)
Luminous Flux (lumens)
Intensity (candles)
Effic iency (lumens/watt)

Xenon Arc
Lamp

Xenon Arc

4,200

2,200

5,000

6oo,ooo

66,000

200,000

50,000

5,300

21,500

140

30

40

lamp
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either visible or infrared light .

The visible l ight intensity is 75

million candlepower, the infrared 15 million candlepower.
The testing program includes optical, mechanical and electronic
evaluation.

The optical components must meet rig:l,d specifications to .

provide the high intensity and accurate beaming of the light.

Melpar's

facility is capable of measuring the brightness, total lumen output .and
infrared content of the xenon lamp and possesses a 70 inch diameter aluminum
integrating sphere designed for this and higher powered xenon l amps to
measure the lumen output.

In order to measure the degree of distortion

{circle of confusion) and the peak beam candlepower of the reflector Melpar
has built .a zero- range photometric bench which utilizes a collimating
mirror 40" in diameter with a 160" focal length and a modified 60" searchlight base 'aS the holding fixture.

This system magnifies the image due

to the refl ector thus enabling a more crit ical anal ysis.
The third optical component requiri ng critical analyses is the
infrared filter.

Melpar has designed a unique system .wi th -which the trans-

mission of a filter may be determined to a density of seven in the wave- ·
length region of 4000

Rto 12000 Rat

any temperature between .a mbient .and

900° F.
2. 1. 3

Flash Blindness Protection
The aim of this program has been the development of materials

that will offer protection against flash blindness .

Generally, two types

of ophthalmic damage may be considered as a guide to the frequency ranges
of light that are to be a voided.

The retina may be permanently damaged

10

thermally by intense high-energy light.

Light .of longer wavelengths may

produce a temporary "flash blindness" ·if the illumination level changes
rapidly.

Thus, it is necessary to attenuate the visible light :as well as

the ultraviolet for satisfactory protection.
The search for ·a system that

~ill

respond to a flash by becoming

opaque (i.e. , acting as a light valve ) may be carried out systematically
by designing a system on the basis of known .photochemical reactions • . A
first consideration is that of the energies involved in the various
chemical reactions and the energy made .available to the system by light.
With very few exceptions (e.g., photochemical decomposition of chloroform)
photochemical changes take place only as the result of energy absorbed by
the chemical system . . Since any photochemical change involves the breaking
of some bond, an estimate may be made of the probability that .light of ·a
given wavelength will provide enough energy to break a bond.

The usual

bond energies are between 50 and 100 Cal/mole.
Calculations show that not much chemical change can be expected
from light of wavelength ~onger than ~00 mu.

The kinetics of a photo-

chemical reaction are favorable since the life of the excited state is

- 8·

usually about .10

seconds.

However, the mere production of an excited

state is not synonymous with chemical change; .the molecule may r eturn to
~ts

ground state by re- radiation (e. g. , fluorescence ·and resonance

radiation) or by intermolecular collision resulting in heat .
The yield of chemical change that can be expected is also a
function of the quantum eff iciency, and t his is another fact or ·in slowing
up the reaction.

Thus a systematic survey of various photochemical

11

reactions that -can iend themselves to the problem must take into consider·ation, energy, quantum yield, kinetics, absorption characteristics before
and after reaction, .and reversibility.
Melpar has incorporated the leuco form of methylene blue chloride
into agar gels (containing 2-mercaptoethanol) to produce colorless gels
capable of remaining in the colorless condition when under normal laboratory lighting conditions .and changing to a blue form under brief
to a home movie light.

exp~sure

The dye sensitized photooxidation is reversible
.

.

and upon standing under normal ·illumination, the blue form reverts to the
leuco form.

pye gels saturated with N2 did not undergo conversion to the

blue form • . It was also noted that the presence of sodium nitrate in the
system improved performance.
required

fo~

I t is

t~ntatively

concluded that oxygen is

the reaction and the sodium nitrate meets this

requi~ment.

Other research carried out in our laboratories has been
concerned with the change in spectral properties of fluorescein and
naphthol yellow-S resulting from exposure to an intense flash of light.
These systems show some promise for the application being considered here.
This work suggests, as a _promising approach, the study of the
·photooxidation of leuco Thiazine dyes in rigid media in the presence of
labile peroxides.

The yield of the colored form under these conditions

{after brief exposure to intense ·light) may be considerably greater th&n
that for oxygen saturated gels and glasses.

12
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2.1.4

ModuJated Pulsed Light
The research studies in modulated pulsed light have been con-

cerned principally with the recognized debilitating effects upon the motor

J

and mental alertness of humans subjected to pulsed light .at varying pulse
rates, intensity, and .spectral energy.

Included in the wor k is the subject

matter that fa,lls in .t he categories of :flicker ·and alpha rhythm.
The energy levels of light in this program were limited to
2
illuminance- time ·products in the range of 1 tD 0.1 lumen-second/ft , which ·
is about one order of magnitude of ·illuminance energy less than that needed
for schematic glare .

At these levels strong excitat.ion of the visual sensors

occurs with accompanying physiological. disturbances.
of the phenomena that arises.
turbance and

coroll~

Table III is .a summary

The results recorded under under visual dis-

effects are subjectively catalogued and do not imply

a ·pattern produced by all subjects; rather they .are statistical averages
that can expect to .occur in a significant percentages of cases.

A flicker study at Ream Fiel d Naval Air Station has been reported

j

by L. C. Johnson in 1963. A total of 102 subjects were selected from pillots
at the Air Stat·ion, which made them a highly selected group with regard to
both medical and technical screening ·a nd background.

The modulated light

source was a Grass ·PS- 2 photic stimulator, which can yield a high intensity
·light up to 1,000,000 candle power of brief duration, 10 p sec.

The pattern

of flicker was from 2-20 flashes/second in an as cending order with 30
seconds on and 30 seconds off.

The pilots were -asked to perform mecQa.nic-

ally .and mentally during the tests.

The test group provided the following

13

TABLE III
Types of Visual
Disturbance and Corollary -Effects
;
for Flicker at Varying .Pulse Rates

Rate

Visual Disturbance

1-3 cps

1) Discrete flashes

4-6 cps

1) Eye proviQ.es irregular
counting
2) Field no longer uniform, has
moving patches of greater or
·lesser brightness

Corollary Effects

1) Unpleasantness ·
2) Produces headache in
many

3) .Eyestrain

7- 10 cps

1) Irregularity in rate increases 1) Eyestrain decreases
or subsides in an e rratic
2) .Unpleasantness about
same or slightly less
fashion
2) Apparent brightness of field
is markedly increased
3) The gamma movements, that is,
movements of field, become
apparent; bright -large snowballs move in field of vision

11-14 cps

l) Flashing is not .as
1) Increased regular flickering
field.
unpleasant as lower
rates
2) Apparent brightness loss
increase
3 ) Gamma appearance gives way
to a glitter
4) Patches of low saturation
color ·appear
·5) Field is moving, seeing windmill
movements, scurrying shadows, etc •

15-17 cps

. l) .Field becomes better organized 1) Very unpleasant, glarey
2) Apparent brightness is greatly
or dazzling, headache,
enhanced
dizziness, unreality'·
nausea

18-

1) Field of vision becomes better l) Decreasingly unpleasant
-organized, less apparent movement in fie1d, co1or phenomena
diminishes

cps

~4

results:
l) Minor to moderate irritation

30 percent

Drowsiness or light sleep

21 percent

2)

.!

In regard to drowsiness , in .addition to being alert before
flicker, the effected 22 pilots were not necessarily aware that they were
going to sleep.

~

Those who did realize what was happening indicated they

could not prevent it.
in these pilots.

The EEG clearly showed a state of lowered vigilance

These results which have been also suggested by other

·authors stress not only the problems of vertigo, distraction, nausea, but
·also dr owsiness and hypnotic potentialities •
. Melpar has in operat ion an EEG laboratory with ·a Sanborn Model
150 rack-mounted, 4 channel recording system equipped with EKG amplifiers .
An extremely low noise preamplifier was carefully designed and built using
a special operational amplifier.

Various types of light sources, such ·as

a · 300 watt slide projector equipped with a complet e set of spectroscopicgrade color filters, .were available.

In front of the light source is a

variable-speed, motor driven desk light chopping assembly.
ing 30% on, 70% off and 50% on,

50% off

Di~cs

provid-

wer run at stable chopping speeds

from approximately l cps to 50 cps .
A large wattage neon bulb mounted behind .a black screen is employed also.

The neon bulb is provided with a -polarizing voltage so that

it can be kept continually illuminated. -Duty cycles from 10% to 90% were
obtained with is system.

A variable s i gnal s ource can be provided as the

output of a photoformer generator.

A wide variety of coarse waveforms

can be generated by cutting a mask having the desired shape.

15

-Experiments have been conducted on human subjects and their reactions
recorded for a wide variety of laboratory testing conditions.

I

such as intensity, frequency, duty cycle, color, aperiodic pulsing, and pulsed

I

wavefo.rm have been carefully examined.

~

'

I

I

Parameters

The results of the

p~ogram

confirm

the general prognosis shown in Table III, but provide the additional in-

J

dications that aperiodic pulsing, nonstationary light sources, and varying
color strengths can provide increased subject sensitivity.
The phenomena of alpha wave photic stimulation of ·a subject has
been examined carefully by the research teams .

Although the EEG records

shown the photic driving of the brain response no significant improvement
could be noted in the disturbing results on the subject when the periodic
pulse shape was matched to his alpha waveform.

2.1.5

Eidetic Visual Memory
·An interesting program of research has been . concerned with the

short-term memory ·associated with visual information.

The eidetic visual

memory is ·meant .a memory in which information from a display remains perceptually vivid, i . e., a memory in which the stimulus or its important
aspects are preserved such that perceptual decisions and data processing
may be performed on essentially the original information.

A ~asic direction

pursued in the studies was investigating methods of erasure and confusion
which :could blank out the short- term memory associated with visual inputs .
In regard to the latter point, specific inquiries were made in a
series of investigations .

Two forms of erasure were considered; erasure

-which provides sudden and complete elimination of the information stored in
the memory, and erasure which materially affects the length of storage time

16

of information in the memory.
eidetic decorrelation time.

Both temporal and spatial factors influencing
Eidetic decorrelation time is the time interval

during which the temporal and spatial order of the stimulus elements is
irrelevant in preserving the redundancies existing in the stimulus.
Appendix D describes in further detail some of the pertinent data
gathered in this program.
a

motion~icture

As ·an illustration of the experimental program,

film was prepared to test the recall of six letter ·arrays,

both in words and random letters, broken into two sets of three letters ,
with masking times between the two sets of three letters.

Between the two

partial arrays, one of three types of erasure patterns is presented for a
variable duration.

The erasure patterns were 1) white screen, 2) black

screen, 3) checkerboard random black and white pattern.
Especially worthy of note is the sharp dip evidenced for word
performance under checkerboard masking when the delay was increased.

Further

analysis of the data indicated that this checkerboard masking has the property of causing pre- erasure, for the ·performance of the second three letters
could be made ·superior by three to one over that of the first three letters.
Neither of the other two backgrounds demonstrated pre- erasure .
Another interesting result was obtained with black gackground.
While performance for words stayed relatively constant for delay times, the
level for letters was enhanced with increasing duration of the ·masking
field .

This demonstration of enhancement of information retrieval due to

interposing appropriate masking fields has

practi~al

connotations.

White background showed improved performance for both letters and
words as the duration of the white field increased.

However, this increase

17

l

in performance never results in word performance much above the level
achieved without a white mask.

Both the curves for black and white mask-

ing demonstrate a manipulation of the short- term memory which can be made
to exhibit selective enhancement of perception.

18

2.2

Acoustics
The Electronics Re1'learch laboratory has :a research program of

national recognition i n several fields of acoustics.

Conside~tion

has

been given to the possibility of interfering with a human's normal coordination pattern and acoustical communication .capability by subjecting
him to high level -acoustical stimuli which would impair his

abi~ity

to

communicate and coordinate his activities due either to psychological or
-physiological effects.
With regard to psychological impairment,_ the intent has been to
consider the

gene~tion

in the vicinity of the individual of acoustical

stimuli that tend to discoordinate the individual and thus reduce his
effectiveness in combat.

Two possible methods f or achieving this end are

offered. -The first is to -produce

soun~s

which are literally maximumly

disconcerting in the sense that they create ·in the individual discomfort
and disorientation which incite' the urge -to avoid this sound even at the

cost bf abandonment of his military -post.

The second pertains to the in-

traduction of sound bursts that -are -adjusted at .a rate that maximUmly interferes ·with speech communication.
An account of previous work in this ·area -by many investigators
1
of note -is given by Burris-Meyer_and Mallory.
They _point out that studies
performed during World War II served to dispense with the· popular myths of
the pre- war period concerning the lethal effects of sound and the whistle
that could drive ·a human crazy.
the BJ series was discovered.
1.

However, an important set of sounds called
These sounds produce ·an effect, called the

Harold Burris- Meyer and Vincent Mallory, Psycho-Acoustics, Applied and
Misapplied, JASA, Vol. 32, No. 12, December, 1960, p. 1568.
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I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

BJ effect, which has the property of inducing nervous tension in the hearer.

-To illustrate, a square wave has a greater BJ rating on the BJ scale than
does a sine wave of the same period.

I ndeed it was agreed by numerous con-

·sultants that BJ sounds gave the listeners the worst possible time per
decibel per ·second exposure . -Experiments were conducted using the ·BJ ser ies
·which came to the general conclusion that they indeed irritated many ·indi viduals but .at least certain individuals were able to resist the sound and continue their ·tasks.

It is pointed out that in

~11

of these ·tests, the sounds

were produced at .a level equal to the normal comfortable ·listening level for
speech.

Further research into such sounds ·as the BJ series appears to have

stopped at the end of World War I I.

Thu~

it does not appear that

~ny

in-

·formation exists on the effects of BJ- series sounds ·at higher than normal
listening level, i.e., 60- 70 db re • • 002 dyne/emF.
Turning now to the uses of sound bursts, it is believed poss ible
to interfere effectively with normal speech communications ·by ·the propagation of noise or tone bursts at .a critical rate.

The existence of

a ~rit ical

rate of interf erence which produces maximum interference with speech communications has been shown.

In these experiments, it was demonstrated that the

intelligibility of speech can be drastically reduced by switching ·alternately
to the l eft and right ears of a listener, at .a critical rate of alternat i on.
Also it _was noted that a corresponding parallel loss of intelligibility
occurred when, instead of being switched back .and forth between the ears,
the spee<;:h was interrupted .p e_riodically, at the same critical rate.
ligibility is measured in terms of

t~e

Intel-

mean number of words perceived
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correctly.

It is noted that for interruption rates between -2 and 5 cps the

mean intelligibility can be reduced to approximately ·20 percent, which
makes direct speech communication-almost impossible .
It is possible to produce ·temporary effects on hearing capability.
1

As a result of damage risk _studies recently performed by Kryte~

on the

means of assaying the probability of permanent .damage to the human ear by
long exposure to band limited, high level noise sound fields, a considerable
amount of information was generated on the temporary threshold shift of
human hearing . . In this study the temporary threshold shift measured two
minutes ·after exposure was used as a standard of reference .

The hearing

loss threshold used required that the subject, 2 minutes after exposure,
exhibit

~n - average

temporary threshold shift of 10 db or more at ·looo cps

or below, or 15 db -at 2000 cps, or 20 db .at 3000 cps or ·above.

It has been

demonstrated experimentally that this is a hearing loss threshold which, if
exceeded, begins to produce ·impairment in the ·ability of one to communicate
by normal speech.

The ear is most susceptible to damage in the vicinity ·

of 3 kc, and narrow bands of energy (1/3 octave) inflict more damage potential
than broader bands.

Noticeable temporary hearing loss can be inflicted at

sound levels considerably less than the threshold of pain, and that increase
·in duration of exposure increases the damage inflicted.

Information for

the extrapolation of the 2 minute values to values at other times can be
-analytically defined.

1.

For example, a temporary threshold shift of

15 db

Kryter, Carl D,, -Exposure to Steady-State Noise and Impairment of
Hearing, JASA, Vol. . 35, 10 October 1963, :p . 1515 .
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measured 2 minutes :after exposure decays to a value of 5 db -15 minutes ·aft e r
exposure, or ·a 35 .db measured .2 minutes ·after ·e xposure decays to a value of
20 db in ·.15 minutes .
The -Acoustics Laboratory has a large soundproof room containing
bench space, articulation test .area, and .a smaller fully- t r eated announce
booth contained therein.

This facility is available for f.ull time ·a coustic

research and development work.

It is supplied with Sona- graph, listening

equipment .including high fidelity loudspeakers, headsets, amplifiers, professional tape recording equipment, and the -like.

I n _a ddition, certain

specialized tools developed specifically for acoustic research

are · availabl~ .

Bilogical
Biological Effects of 'RF Radiation
Melpar has performed on two · separate contracts to study the
biological eff ects of RF radiation.

A _detailed .detection and anal ysis of

the biophysical and biochemi cal effects of irradiating certain macromolecules,
such ·as gamma globulin, with RF energy ·were pursued.

The conclusions in-

dicated that -irradiation leads to destruction of the protein.

Two different ,

vitally . important proteins underwent irreversible structural alterat-ion·.
The additional research program dealt -with the determination of
the detectable changes ·which can be wrought on living animals with RF
radiation. -Of subsidiary _interest were organisms such ·as protozoa, invertebrates, mice, etc.

Blood changes in mammals were of particular interest in

the laboratory experiments . -Efforts ·are now directed to explain the detailed
mechanisms involved in the observed changes for the frequency range of 3
to 16 megacycles.
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Particle Radiation Programs
The radiation laboratory is divided into two parts, one of which
is devoted to work with isotopic sources, and the other to work with machine
sources.

At the present time the ·latter section is equipped with a 250- kvp,

30-ma X- ray machine.

A special aspect of this installation is the adjacent

..laboratory in which there is installed a very high sensitivity electron·paramagnetic - ~sonance

can be

· locate~

spectrometer which is arranged so that the magnet

in the X- ray beam.

This marriage of the X- ray machine and

EPR spectrometer allows a search for steady- state free - radical intermediates
in specimens during irradiation at elevated temperatures (e.g., in live
tissue ·at 37. 5°
the world.

C),

which can be accomplished in few other laboratories in

It is planned to augment this capability in the near future ·with

pulsed -X-ray equipment to ·permit studies of radical growth and decay.
Liquid- nitrogen .a nd liquid- helium dewars are available for low- temperature
research.

The X- ray machine can be employed for ·a variety of other studies,

such as the effects of vibration and shock on radiation detector ·and electronic
circuits while operating in a high- intensity radiat .ion field.
Radionuclide sources located in the second section of the radiation
chemistry laboratory include a ·2000- curie cesium-137 source; a plutoniumberyllium neutron source, and a krypton-85 facility.

The cesium source is

a self- shielded apparatus which provides gamma dose rate~ up to 2 x 105 rad
for room temperature

irrad~ations;

hT-l

lower .dose rates can be ·achieved by sample

shielding . . Specimens up to 7.5 em in diameter by 7·5 em high can be exposed.
The source is equipped with a timer for precise exposure and to permit
automatic termination of long unattended irradiations.
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-A fast neutron flux of approximately8 x 106 n sec~lcm- 2

and a

thermal flux of approximately 105 n sec - 1 em·2 ·are -available from the neutr on
· howitzer located in the ·radiation chemistry laboratory.

The howitzer is

installed behind a concrete-block wall with deep beam traps so that scattering, albedo, and attenuation experiments can be made safely.

Although the

available fluxes are low, some activation analyses are possible .

The source

is most useful for studies of neutron- absorption and - scattering propert-i es
of materials, and of low-·l evel, long- term neutron-damage experiments ·with
electronic -and biological specimens.
The krypton- 85 facility consists of a remotely operated metal
vacuum system shielded with approximately 12 tons of lead, which will permit
an eventual loading of ·100 curies of krypton- 85.

This is a closed system

in which the krypton .is pumped cryogenically from a separately shielded
permanent storage vessel to . a reaction vessel, and returned through ·a decontaminat ion system to storage.

I t is designed for kinetic studies of

homogeneous gas -phase radiolyses, and for exposure of specimens internally
to a homogeneous, high- intensity electron flux such as that encountered in
the Van .Allen belt .

This facility, which is s cheduled for completion in

l ate ·1964, will be the ·only known installation in the ·world capable of
research studies with such large quantities of krypton- 85 .
-Research programs currently being pursued by this Branch include
studies of water and gas sorption by foods and biological solids, the effects
of radio frequency radiation or biological materials, the radiolysis of
organic and organometallic compounds, the influence of .inert gases on gaseous
do~imeters,

and the chemical vapor deposition of metal films .
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2. 4

Plasma Physics
Underlying a class of unconventional weapons, typified by plasmoide

·and Kugelblitz, is a vast amount of fundamental research in the field of
plasma ·physics • . over the past five years ·Melpar has endeavored to cover
various areas of plasma physics, with a view towards establishing the
·prope·r foundat·ion for weapons research, as well as other areas not pertinent
to the present discussion • .
The research was divided into three groups:
1) Basic plasma physics
2)

Coherent generation .a nd amplification

3) Electromagnetic and hydromagnetic interactions
Topics 1 and 3 are of importance here, as both are of significance
with regard to Kugelblitz research.

In the basic plasma physics were studied

recombination and attachment coefficients, elastic and inelastic cross
sections, distribution functions, probe theory, ultrapure vacuum techniques
·and similar topics . . In the third area, electromagnetic and hydromagnetic
interactions, we have studied breakdown and least maintaining fields, S, P,
E and 0 hydromagnetic waves, microwave ·diagnostics, the ·behavior of dense
plasmas, rf striations and like subjects .
2. 4.1

Ball Lightning
Kugelblitz .{ball lightning) is a phenomenon which has been reported

for centuries.

Although it still lacks positive classification as a real

entity, the possibility of illusions ·associated with linear lightning ·are
not being entirely discounted.

From a strictly observational point of

v~ew,
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Kugelblitz is a real phenomenon, although to date it has been given neither

-·.,:

·an adequate theoretical treatment nor has it been produced in the laboratory.
A number of theories have -been proposed, all of which are ·incomplete to a certain degree.

The theory presently in vogue is that of

1
Kapitsa , and it has been further considered by some
investigators.

Kapitsa's theory requires the

magnetic waves of wavelength
·lightning ball.

Ameri~;n

e~istence

and .Italian

of standing electro-

A = 3. 65D, where D is the diameter of the

It turns out that the wavelengths of importance lie between

0.35 and 0.70 meters .

This theory permits ·a reasonable explanation of ·bead

lightning as well, and may be applicable for this case which is spatially
in the vicinity of ·an actual linear stroke channel.

Melpar considers that

the proper magnitude and spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field
for Kugelblitz ·are not -likely to occur as required by this theory.
It is relatively easy to

gene~te

something that looks much like

a lightning ball, although it may be radically different from the natural
item.

If, for

ex~ple,

two arms about three inches in diameter and about

six inches long, are ·affixed to a two- liter flask, evacuated {with an ultra
~ure

system) a nd filled with a rare gas to about 5 to 15 torr, an appropriate

excitation circuit will generate a plasma fireball not ·quite filling the
two- liter flask.

The appropriate excitation circuits are two helices

"climbing up " the two- liter f l ask a short .distance from each arm.

It is

convenient t o use a -20 to 40 me rf generator capable of delivering up to

1. Doklady Akademi: Nauk USSR, Vol. 101, No • . 2, pp.

245~248

(1955).
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one kilowatt or more of cw power.

Nitrogen may also be used, producing a

reddish fireball with appreciable afterglow.
. It ·is significant that these ·low ·pressure fireballs exhibit great

,.

I

l
~

stability.
~ith ·a

It may ·also be significant that they are most stably generated

mixture of E¢ and Ez type fields (fields due to the gradient of the

scaler potential are not shielded out).

The fireball usually. seems to be

"fed" by ·a striation type (beaded) streamer ·issuing from each arm.
With this well documented experimental laboratory information in
band, Melpar has developed a more useful theory than those dependent upon
transient observations of natural phenomena.

A more complete expository

treatment of calculations to date is contained in Appendix F.
The theory presented is based upon .low pressure Kugelblitz, and
for this reason is subject to experimentation far more easily than the
·previous theories.

The low ·pressure concept permits larger plasma fireballs

with longer lifetimes.

Non-equilibrium .ionization can occur far more

readily at .-lower pressures.

Thus , it . is possible to provide for much

·larger initial stored ·energies .
At the present time special properties of large plasma fireballs
created by E and H fields ·are being investigated.

Available for the

investigations are a large, high speed turbo-molecular pump, ultra pure
vacuum system ·which will be well suited for more advanced investigations .
Us ing this system, and a l arge

e~it

.tank, it is ·possibl e to investigate

the lifetime of fireballs fed with appropriate streams.

Such an experiment,

together with adequate photography, will be crucial in indicating the
probable validity of the theory.

I t is doubtful that other companies have
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the same degree of background experience ·as a prerequisite f or Kugelblitz
experimentation.
2. 5

Lasers
Melpar through its Research Division has expended considerable

effort in the field of laser ·sources and laser materials during the last
three years .

The company has developed fixed research and portable gas

·lasers operating in the visible ·and infrared portions of the spectrum.
Also solid state sources, (pulsed and -c.w. ), have been developed with
special emphasis being placed on materials and on high ·.p eak pulse powers
as found from Q s witched lasers .

Some of the more important output proper-

ties .of these sources have been measured by this group , such as; peak pulse
power, total energy, average power, beam divergence, longitudinal mode
content, transverse mode structure, and spectral wavelength.

other pro-

grams currently active are related to the development of intense coherent

infrared sources, light modulation and detection, . and application of lasers
to military systems .
In solid state laser sources and materials, the company has ·done ·
extensive experimental work.

Spectroscopic measurements have been made on

rare earth doped single crystals ·and glasses and a most recent development
was the observation of sharp line fluorescence from rare earth

che~ates

dissolved in organic monomers which were polymerized to solid solution.
The latter materials have superior ·workability ·and ease of doping ·as com- ·
pared to single crystals and glasses ·and are extremely promising regarding
laser ·applications.

Melpar is currently _attempting pulse and c.w. operation
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in these -materials .
A non- optically pumped light source is presently under development .

In this program population inversion is achieved by a combination

of microwave- collision pumping of a flame or gaseous discharge.

Results

to date indicate that this program is developing ·an intense coherent
source of large linewidth.
A giant .pulse ruby laser has recently been designed and built •.
This unit is powered by a moderate size 10,000 joule capacitor bank which
energizes :an EGG FX- 47 .xenon flash lamp.

The ruby rod is a .615" x 6.25"

specimen and delivers normal pulses of nearly 100 joules .

With Q spoiling,

it is expected that the peak pulse power will lie somewhere in the range
of ·10- 100 megawatts.

The Q spoiling technique utilizes a Kappa Scientific

Kerr Cell and Glan type of polarizer.

The electronics are such that vari-

·able delays and pulse shapes are possible.
Experiments are currently under way at Melpar directed towards
improved performance characteristics of high energy laser sources.

A

laser pump research program is investigating types of discharges :with
various gas mixtures under flash discharge conditions.

Light output in

' the main absorption bands should be optimized per joule of energy ·dis sipated in the lamp.
considered.

Both short and medium duration discharges ·are being

Improved f l ash lamp des i gn and

c ircuitry~re

a1so i nvol ved.

In this regard the Melpar proprietary program in high intensity light
sources is being studied as use for ·a potent ial high efficiency flash
lamp for the large ruby lasers .
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-Switching investigations :and development .are exploring the problems
in fast rise time, high voltage -circuitry, the Peckel's
prism characteristics, absorbers.

cell characteristics,

Ruby rod considerations are involved with

the system design aspects of large rods, such -as 3 ems in diameter or the
combination of smaller Tods ·with accompanying optical pumping, switching,
and cooling techniques.
-Laser -scanning or -deflection of the optical beam without mechanical
movement is of special interest in the program.

Deflection by changing the

index of refraction of the medium transversed·by the laser beam, e.g., by
optical pumping or by injection has been given attention.

The equipment

available for carrying out this work includes ruby crystals with the amount
of doping estimated to be necessary ·to produce a change in refractive index
adequate for deflection purposes .
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Nel par t s Ultrapure Vacuum Sys tern Used in Kuzelbli tz

Research

3.

SUGGESTED WEAPONS RESEARCH AREAS

3.1

Kugelblitz Theoretical Study
At this time Melpar would recommend that the possible capabilities

of ·a fireball weapon ·promote ·interest . in continued development of theory ,·and
the initiation of experimental techniques ·which can produce, eject, and
.direct fireballs to a target.

The research prograzu .should provide emphasis

upon increasing the energy content ·Of the ball, maximizing the lifetime of
the plasma energy, and upon reducing the problems of directing the fireball
to a specific target .

The research effqrts could be expected to require

·approximately three years to establish the basic principles ·and techniques
for a moderate energy fireball.

A demonstration model would then be ·avail-

able to show the effectiveness of the weapon concept •
. Following the three years of research and development, with an
attendant successful demonstration of all concepts, the program should then
extrapolate its findings to achieve a very high energy fireball system.

A

field tactical system could be analyzed on the basis of the knqwn data,
and the possible configuration and characteristics of the system .f or ·a
destructive weapon can be defined for the battlefield conditions.
The inherent potentialities of such a system suggest the importance
of establishing research for the possible weapon system that can arise by
.this ·approach to ·assurc ourselves a time lead over any potential enemy ·who
may develop such a weapon.

.
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The large quantity of evidence available relating psychophysiological reactions to modulated light stimuli in the frequency range
of 3 to 20 cps, encourages the position of pursuing ·a research and development program on a tactical visual excitation weapon.

The considerable

amount of knowledge now ·available has been obtained primarily under ·laboratory conditions and with either clinical or non- clinical subjects .

The

program should be reviewed now from the point of view of battlefield conditions which provide subjects which are tired, sleep- deprived, nervous,
low environmental temperatures, possible fear of death, etc .

It must be

remembered that the sort of fatigue which occurs in battle r educes the
stability of the sympathetic nervous .system and this influence can cominantly
affect his reaction to modulated, pulsed light.
Melpar believes that field .and laboratory testing can be carried
on in

~arallel.

In the laboratory one should use subjects who ,are exposed

to stresses which can be predicted to occur in the combat field, using drugs
to simulate fear responses, sleep- deprivation, .extremes of temperature , etc.
The visual excitation responses must be analyzed for light intensity,
spectrum color, pusle rate, aperiodic pulsing, on- off duty cycle , alternating between two or more light sources differing in time phasing and position,
and temporal i nsertion of opti cal background masking to .affect the shortterm memory.
The stimulated responses to be maximized should be measured as
objectively as ·possible • . In addition to the visual field- of- view deterioration (such as non- uniformity, moving patches of light, erratic brightness
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Laboratory Setup for Subje ct Irradiation in F1.a.sh Frequency
Exper iments
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of field, glitter, patches of color, radial windmill movements) , the study
will define the percentages of onslaught of headaches, dizziness, unreality,
nausea, and degree of eyestrain.
vide data on the

Finally, the field measurements will pro-

reduced~erformance

in observing targets, firing weapons ,

maintaining long and short memory functions, and reduction i n communication
accuracies for various environmental backgrounds.
The results of this program will clearly define the requirements
for a tactical weapon.

We believe that this system can be combined with

the scotomatic, dazzling weapon to produce an important .addition to the
Army's arsenal.
Available countermeasures

~oint

to a type of filter- eyeglass which

would attenuate the frequency range of the light source.

As the possible

light sources ·will be on the visual range , the filter must -e ffectively re duce the distance and recognition capability of the enemy.

The proposed

weapon can operate on more than one wavelength, or if it is a broad band
source, the enemy cannot plan to remove the optical excitation

3·3

successful~y.

Scotomatic Glare Weapon
A scotomatic glare weapon should be given serious cons ideration

j

as a t a ctical device to provide temporary partial or complete blindness for
enemy troops out to dist ances of several thousand feet ,during standard
atmospheric conditions .

Using pulse rates of 1 to 0. 1 pps ·and illuminance

time products in the range of 10 lumen- seconds/ft

2

at the target , the eye

will not have suffici ent visual recovery time to adapt to the real environment.
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Imme~iate

development studies can

be - ~pplied · to

the xenon flash

lamp system with ~he FX- 56 flash lamp ·and the modern carbon arc source.
The xenon flash lamps require little hardward other than the collecting
and collimating optics, a capacitor f?torage bank plus simple trigger circuitry and a de charging power supply.

A small closed cycle water cooling

. system could be made an integral part of the vehicle cooling system.

J

simple mechani cal scan can be

~mployed

A

to permit a much larger coverage

of the battlefield when pulse rates of 1 pps are employed.
Laser glare systems $hOuld be investigated in more -detail to ,define the complexity of hardware that would be required for the
The present lasers ·are limited in total energy and pulse rate.
.p ul se

rat~s

1970's~

Improved

and in·c reased area coverage ca.n be implemented by multiple

laser sources.

The main components involved are a de charging power supply,

capacitor storage bank, trigger circuitry, flash lamps, reflector -assembly,
laser material such ·as ruby rods, divergent beam optics, and a directional
mechanical

asse~bly.

The laser system would be considerably more complex

and bulky than the xenon flash lamp system, but this approach should not be
discontinued because of the other potential applications that can be used
with the laser system •
. A acot:oma.tic glare weapon can poss;i.bly be partially
by the employment of f l ash bl indness protective goggles.

j

count~rm.easured

Such goggles vill

prevent the total blanking out of the visual sensors, but by their own
response -times and filter characteristics they must reduce the acuity of
visual perception.

-Scotomatic glare techniques 'can be employed for both day and
night tactical application.

v/

The basic limitation of the system must .arise

from atmospheric attenuation, which increases rapidly under conditions of'
fog, rain, and snow.
Lethal Laser Weapon
At great expense and with considerable mobility sacrifice, it
is presently possible to build a lethal laser veapon.

Upon improving

optical pumping and cooling techniques ·appreciably, the lethal laser weapon
can become -a more practical real ityvithin the next three years.
Melpar's concern is not solely -with devices ·which produce merely
scotoma, nor just non-thermal eye damage.

Instead, it -appears possible

through research to harness huge. -p ower densities capable of' burning through
humans, even when they _are protected by normal combat uniforms.
Upon concentrating a small 10 joule output laser into a spot
about one millimeter in diameter, a laser beam can burn through one or
more razor blades.

Certainly, then, energy densities of' 1000 joules -per

square -centimeter will produce disastrous effects upon a human.

By using

an array of 100 joule lasers, it is possible to produce an effective device
in the foreseeable future to f'oc·u s destructive energies ·at .ranges up to

600 yards .

It is necessary to

k~ep

field strength along the beam :less than

about 104 volts I em, to prevent breakdown of the -atmosphere.
Thus,
Pd

=

2. 65 x 109 watts2

= 2. 65 x 105 wat~s
em

meter
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Using the spiked pulse width of one millisecond, the lasers should be kept
down to less than 265 joules output per square centimeter of rod face~

For

the average large ruby rod, then, each laser of the array should emit only
about 500 joules.

The laser array can be designed so the beams of tbe

array meet in a common point .at the target.

For a reasonable figure , such

as 10 or 20 lasers, the effect at appreci able ranges under good atmospheric
conditions can be extremely potent for destroying human targets .
It is reasonable to expect that overall laser efficiencies will
rise to perhaps 1~ within the next half decade .

It will then be practical

to build a much higher output laser array with a prf of at least 1 pps .
The charging supply would be mountable on a standard 2-! ton truck.
This possibility is straightforward except for the task of improving overall laser efficiency.

':('here seems little question, however,

that if the requisite research is accomplished sufficiently soon, lethal
laser weapons might well be extensively employed in the 1970 army.
A major portion of the development program should be concerned
with the mechanical and optical focusing of multiple beams to converge ·at
a given range.

Methods of optical pqmping,

~witching,

and cooling of a

multiple la$er set requires solution of difficult (but not beyond the stateof- the- art) design problems .

A breadboard design involving two to

f!i ve

separate lasers into a package to illustrate the various design features
is a program that should be given serious consideration in the near future .
From this phase of investigation, a careful assessment can then be given on
the potentialities and characteristics of a functional tactical weapon.

3.5

~~oustic Wea~on

An acoustic harassment tactical device for battlefield application
may become, by a relatively small amount of additional
important field weapon.
available upon

th~

an

dev~lo~ment ,

Cons-iderable amounts of primitive evidence are

dep+oyment of various sounds for close tactical situa-

tions, but at Melpar ·it is oelieved that the preserit state of acousticalelectronic systems permits a serious evaluation of the design ·and application
of field acoustic ·generators .
As the initial phase of those studies Melpar would recommend the
design and building of an acoustical generator having the following sample
characteristi cs.

Two standard searchlight beds ·would support a 60 KW motor

generator set and an 18 KW output, 30° beam, acoustical generator.
transducer- radiator would be approximately 5 ft in
pneumatic or electromagnetic
have the capability of

d~vices

~roducing

diamet~r .

can be employed.

The

Either

The system would

120 db level at 1000· ft~ 109 db level at

3000 ft, and 104 db level at 5000 ft, for a 3000 cps frequency.
minutes duration at this greater range causes
of a deg:;ree varying in each individual.

te~orary

Seven

hearing debilitation

These db levels at lesser ranges

vary from the threshold of pain to an extremel y loud noise

causin~

great

dls·l:iraction ·&nd interruption of communication.
The
o~

warbling

~caustic

sign~l~ .

generator can provide broadband, BJ, square wave,

Further field tests can be performed directly with

the equipment to test the validity of distraction, discomfort, nervous
tension, and

~ommunications

under field conditions of stress and weariness .
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Effective countermeasures may be principally the use of internal
or external ear barriers.

Such a countermeasure tends to produce isolation

and inability to receive audio communications.

The aperiodic application

of an acoustic generator harassment can be used to decrease the effectiveness of the enemy at critical periods in tactical battlefield conditions .
The absorption of sound passing through air depends upon the
relative humidity percentage.
relative humidity.
decreases.

The peak absorptions occur around a 20%

As the relative humidity increases the coefficient

Since the major loss is in square law spreading with only a

minor loss in absorption, one can conclude that the acoustic weapon is
responsive to almost all possible atmospheric conditions, which makes it
an excellent alternate to an optical scotomatic weapon. .

3. 6

Concentrated Energy Transmission for Field Conflagration
A multiple laser system offers significant possibilities for

providing a tactical complement for the standard flame thrower.

The flame

thrower as used now provides a means for ejecting combustible fuel which
can fill contained volumes and ignite material not in the direct line of
sight .

Limitations occur in the short ranges involved and the fact that

the fuel must traverse the range between the source and target in a form

I
I

easily noted by the enemy.

I
I
I
I
I

plume of the flame thrower.

A high energy focus sed laser system can deliver energy to a
specified target at long ranges, and without the usual easily detected
Melpar believes that a continued research

program should be pursued which defines precisely the burning capability
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of a focussed laser beam on various ty:pes of combustible materials, such
as leaves, grass, trees, wood, clothing, etc.

Inherent in these studies

would be the means of optimizing the buriing destruction of the targets.
This would include the time - energy

r~lationship,

that is, should a high

energy, short time pulse be used or ·a lower energy, longer time pulse be
used?

I n addition, the wavelengths that are permitted by the ·atmospheric

windows should be examined f or maximizing the burning capabilities .
Laboratory experimental measurements can complete the major portion of the
needed data.
In conclusion, we wish to .point out the close tactical relation·ship that the laser system f or complimenting the flame thrower can be combined readily with the scotomatic glare weapon and the visual flicker
weapon.

Mounted upon a single carrier, such as ·a truck or tank, the high

energy laser system can be precisely focussed on a distant set of targets
to destroy or confuse by fires, or change to the ·mode of scotomatic glare
by the de-focussing and scanning an area ·at a low pulse rate, or combine
the scotomatic glare operation with the higher pulse rate, low energy,
flicker mode to provide disruption effects upon enemy troops on the battlefield.

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
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4. . ..PERSONNEL

.

:4·.1 .··Company Personnel
. ·M elpar has ava;Uable a skilled group of scientists who are well qualified
in the physical and ?iological sciences.

They have established a reputation,

both _in.their own careers and for the Company, of being able to grasp a
problem, outline its solution, and proceed to successfully complete assigned
projects on time and within- funding limits.
It is anticipated that this proposed program for weapons developnent,
-~tilizing the most advanced applicable sciences of our era, will be undei

(b) (6)

t he di-rection of

DDJU)J who~e- professional biography is on the next page.
h~__,s

He will have as

principal ·i nvestigators three doctoral researcherst·

(b) (6)

~hose

(b) (6)

professional biographies follow

those o·f _. . . _
· Melpt!:l" ie £ortunate to have a number o£ senior Army O££icers, now retired,
who can bring to this proposed study a combination of m.ilitary and scientitio
training and insight which will be invaluable in outlining the final weapons-' .
design criteria.

(b) (6)

These men are

(b) (6)

whose combined military and industri&l experience

adds up to over 100 years.

Their professional biographies are also attached.

· In addition to the above, biographies of several other personnel are
included.

They are now available in the Company for ·.assigment to this pro-

. posed program when their skills are required.

4o

I

~

I.

I

· .·. 4•2 · Outside

I

'

t·

I

l

I
~

.·

Consultants

The biographies of two Melpar Consultants,

(b) (6)

are included. . . .

· ' These dfstinguished scientists will be freely consulted in the pursuance ,t)f ·
.Melpar 1 s proposed program for new, advanced weapons for the

~970

battlefield.
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FACILITIES

I

· 6.f . M&lpar i Inc.

I

.. engaged in research, development, and production of electronic, electro- .

~lpar,

Inc., a subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake -Company,

~

I

mechanical and chemical systems and components.

Important programs have

.·. ·beC:m undertaken in reconnaissance, simulation and training, data handling,
•

radar, communications, antennas, special test and analysis equipment,
co~termea.Sures_,

detection and identification, the phj-sical science~, and

·.· space and mis.sUe electronics.

Experience: in these areas· has resulted in

a completely integrated industrial facility capable of (a) efficiently
exe~uting

all phases of electronic systems development from analysis ·and

research to engineering and production, (b) performing basic and applied
research in the fields of electronics, chemistry, physics, solid-state
physics, physical electronics, chemical warfare, and life sciences, and
(c) manufacturing· equipments and components that range. in size from subminiature components to the largest

fligh~

simulators.

Since its establishment in 1945, Melpar has become the largest
industrial organization in the Washington, D.
1963 amounted to approximately

c.

area. Sales during

$65 million. Aoout

748.;000 square feet

of floor space is available in Melpar plants in northern Virginia
(near Washington, D.c.) and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Subsidiarie·a of
Melpar include Television Associates of Indiana; Melpar.West Virginia
Corp. with plants in Fairmont and. ·Beckley, West Yirginia; and the

Microwave Physics Corp. of Garland, · Texas.

Corporation executive offices

are located at Melpar's main plant in Falls Church, Virginia near Wa_s hington,

68.

· D. C• (SeE3 f'igure Ji.)
··. Melpar employs about .3000 persons. Approximately 800 are professional scientific and engineering personnel,
ma~hematicians,

e.g~,

chemists, physicists,

aerodynamicists, mechanical engineers, electronic engineers,

production engineers, · and field service engineers.
Melpar consists of several operational groups supported by administrative
... and service groups as described below.

(See f'igure

~ .)

Operational Groups
Engineering
This operational group, reporting to the Vice President for Engineering,
consists ·or the Electronics Division, the Aerospace Division, the Special
_P roducts Division, the Technical Services Division, and the Technical
Staff.
Electronics Division: The Electrorrl.cs Division is primarily concerned with the study, ·design, development, and fabrication of prototyt)e
electronic and electromechanical devices. It is composed of four departmenta:

Communications, Computer, Intelligence 1 and Reconnaissance/Radar •

Aerospace Division2 This division, established in 1961,

offe~s systems

analysis, engineering and integration, as well as design and fabrication
of payloads f'or epace vehiclee and probee. The Aerospace Division is
functionally organized

~nto

three departments; Systems Analysis, Vehicle,

~Payload.
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Figure 1. Melpar, Inc., Falls Church, Virginia
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Special Products Division: The Special Products Division was
. established in 1959 to bring Melpar's materials, services, and products to the commercial electronics market. Drawing on Melpar's ex.. perience in electronic research and development; the Special Products
Division has produced a varied ·line of products and services Which have
maqy applications throughout the electronics industry.

Products now being marketed include frequency standards (now used in·
many apace probes), photoelectr~c devices, dielectrio materials (Mel.foam),

. ceramic adhesives (Melbond) 1 casting resins· (Melpak) 1 insulating varnishes ·
(Melvar), sUicone rubber coatings (Melcoat-), and marking compounds
'(Mel-Ink).
Through market and product analysis, and application and engineering
studies 1 the Division conducts a continuing program of expansion of · exi.s ting
product lines and introduction of new products.
Technical Services Division:
Drafting,

This division consists of the Publications,

and Field Service Departments. Publication and Drafting services

are provided to other divisions and departments within the Company as well
as to various Government agencies. The Field Service Department provides
engineers and technicians, on a contract basis, to Government agencies.
The services of these field service personnel may be utilized an,Where
in the world.
Research Division
The Research Division, reporting to the Vice President for Research,
.

.

conducts basic and applied research in electronics, chemistry, physics,
solid-state physics, physical electronics, chemical warfare, and life
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·:-: .. sciences .

Extensive contractual experience has been combined with large,

independently sponsored programs in each area to produce fUlly equipped,
fully staffed

Major contract efforts in materials develop-.

la~ratories .

ment and testing, chemical warfare agent detection, miniaturized thin-film
electronic circuits, and biol ogical studies have been performed.

It engages

·also in tasks concerned with toxicological-metabolic studies, space

~ciences,

plasma physics, and biological-chemical satellite observation equipment.
Manufacturing Division
The Manufacturing Division fabricates ·Melpar-developed electronic
and electromechanical equipment, ranging from missile fuzes to airborne
and ground- based reconnaissance systems. The Manufacturing Division con. sists of six subdivisions'

the Manufacturing Shops, the Model and Tool

Shops, Manufacturing Control, Wiring and Assembly, Manufacturing Engineering,
and Shipping. This division reports to the Vice President for Manufacturing.
For more than two years, under contracts from AutQnetics, a division
of North American Aviation, Inc., Melpar has been engaged in the pr oduction
of ultrahigh-reliability printed circuit board assemblies and modules for
the

u.s.

Air ·Force Minuteman ICBM electronics system. This production

was integrated into a separate manufacturing activity -- the Minuteman
Division has unique facilities located in northern V:irginia and Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, which are not readily available ·elsewhere in

industry~

Its services and know-how are available to all groUps within Melpare
Supporting Or&anizations
Melpar's research, design, and devel opment programs receive direct
support from organizations which report directly to the Vice

Preside~t
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· and General Manager. A brief description of Contract Management and

En·g ineering Services is presented below along with a description of
Melpar's Reliability and· Quality Control Directorate, Security Directorate,
and Administration Directorate.
Contract Management
The major functions of this operational support group are:
Administration, Purchasing, and Program Management.
supported by the Production Control Department.

Contract

These functions are

Major corporate staff

·functions also report to the Vice President .for Contract Management inclu~ng the House Counsel, the Budget Coordinator, and the Central .Controls

office.
Contract Administration:

This directorate, r eporting to the Vice

President of Contract Management, pr ocesses correspondence concerning
iuvitations to bid and transmits proposals and cost estimates to procuring agencies; it negotiates contracts following acceptance of proposal.s 1
reviews and analyzes proposed contracts, notifies operating units

of

'I

contract assigmnent, and prepares settlement proposals upon contract completion.

The contract administrators work closely with program personnel

and with service organizations to ensure compliance with all provisions .

of the contracts. The Directorate also furnishes other departments with
interpretations of contractual clauses as they rel ate to the various
aspects of a program.

I
I

I
I
I
I

Each contract administrator has the responsibility

to constantly survey the financial and delivery status of each contract
and to see that every attempt is made to comply with the terms of the eontract.

When required, he ensures that timely notifications are forwarded

to the customer to inform him of any pr ogr am problems or of changes re. quired therein.
Program Management: Since 1961 Melpar has utilized the Program Management concept.
job completion.

Good program management is considered the key to successfUl

A Program Manager is assigned responsibility for each

individual contract within the Engineering and Manufacturing Divisions.
The manager ' s principal responsibility is to:

es~blish

control the .program,

a wo.r k plan and schedule, make task assignments to participating groups, ·
establish budgets , monitor subcontracts , ~d ascer tain that all contractual
obligations are met. With authority to cut across interdivisional lines,
he continuously compares all work programs a_gainst the original work plan.
At the first indication of di.f.ficulty -- engineering, manufacturing,
scheduling, or budgetary - - he i nitiates corrective action and alerts Top
Management of impending difficulty. The Pro gram Manager ·is Melpar' s dir ect customer liaison man. He is

authorize~

to speak directly for Top

Management on all matters pertaining to job progress within the scope of
the contract.

Contractual matters dealing with changes in such r equirements

as deli veries or funds are handJ.ed throll;gh ContractAdministration. Melpar•s
organization affords every contract proper -management attention through
· the role of the Program Manager.
To assist the Program Manager in the performance of his duties, one
or more (depending on the nature and size of the project) assi stants, .
Program Coordinators are assigned particular areas of responsibility b,r
the Program Manager.
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Production Control: The Production Control group is charged with
the reaponsibili ty of

pl~nning

and scheduling of the manufacturing effort,

.. the acquisition of all components and materials, and the movement of these
into appropriate operations at scheduled intervals. Working closely with
the development engineers, planners derive gross requirements from drawings,
~ta

lists, and bills of materials generated in the engineering laboratories.

· ·They then prepare requisitions

f~r

the procurement of purchased iteJ!lS ard ·.

work. orders for fabrication and as·s embly work in Melpar shops •

The liM

1410 data processing system is used for inventory control. Sunmary

in-

ventory tabulations are prepared daily.
· Central Controls: Among the services provided by the Central Controls
group are schedule and cost reporting (PERT), cost estimating, preplanning·
for customer coordination conferences, and coordination of proposals and
small spares programs.

This group ·also has responsibility for budgeting

overhead expenses, which includes proposal preparation efforts and Companysponsored research projects.

In addition, the group provides executive

management with a monthly report pertaining to performance of operational
groups, schedule, and fiscal data.
Purchasing: The Purchasing Directorate is comprised of Open Market
·_and Subcontract Sections, supported by a Price/V~ue/Cost Analysis Section.
A separate purchasing section, physically located in the Minuteman Division, supports that, division.'s procurement

~ffort.

All of these sections

report to the Director of Purchasing.
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~chasing policies, records, and reports are based upon the Armed ·

Services Procurement Regulations, Air Force Procurement Regulations, Air
For~e

Procurement Instructions, Navy Procurement Directives, and

Procurement Procedures.
.

~

To be utilized as a Melpar supplier, a vendor

.

.

must first meet the criteria established b,y Melparts Vendor Reliability
Program.

This program is designed to ·e nsure that our sources

of

supply

are reliable in terms of delivery, financial responsibility, and quality ··
of product. Quality of product

ac~eptability

of the vendor is

d~termined .

by on-site surveys when required in the interests of the Government and/or

· Melpar.

The Director of Purchasing determines, from the procurement aspect

only, when on-site surveys or resurveys are required and when the· necessar.Y
data can be obtained by correspondence. When on-site surveys are required,
he also determines the Company functions to be r epresented on the survey
teams; he monitors the conduct

o~

the survey, notifies accepted vendors

b.1 letter, and advises them that the general levels of workmanship set
forth in applicable Melpar standards must be maintained. Melpar supports
the Government Small Business Program and attempts to place .orders in labor
.surplus or "depressed" areas.
The Director of Purchasing reports to the Vice President for Contract
Management.
Engineering Services
This operational support group, reporting to the Vice. President far
Engineering Services, analyzes the Company's present and potential capabilities to meet known and anticipated defense needs. He makes recommendations
· as -to new fields for product development, performs market analyses and

17

· forecasts, maintains customer relationships with the Department of Defense,
. and reviews and coordinates technical presentations required

b.1 new business

efforts.
Finance
Finance, directed by the Vice President and Treasurer, is responsible
for general ledger accounting, cost
accounts payable, budgetary

ac~ounting,

co~trol,

payroll and timekeeping,

accounting, accounts receivable, and

supporting statements and reports. It also develops financial plans,

fore~

casts, and policies, and prepares financial statements, reports, and tax
returns for the Company.
Reliability and

~ity

Control

Management has provided, through a director ate organization, an
effective system of total reliability and quality cantrol. The Director
of Reliability and Quality Control is responsible to the Vice President
and General Manager and has the necessary authority to enforce r equired
decisions. Through the reliability, quality engineering, purchased
material control, measurement standards laboratory, test, inspection, and
administration functions of this organization, all elements of Melpar contracts receive the direct attention required.

The quality control and the

reliability system is established in accordance with Department of Defense
Specifications MIL-Q-9858,

MIL~-26484(A )

(USAF),

U~A.F

Bulletin

NR-~5 1

and USAF Bulletin NR-520. The quality control system provides for
statistical quality control techniques, product quality ratings, parts
failure analysis, inspection and test equi pment control, nonconform±og
material control, information feedback, and other pertinent data.
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The Melpar Reliability and Quality Control Directorate is staffed with
experienced personnel including engineers, technicians, inspectors, and
support per sonnel. It provides continuous attention to the requirements
of reliability and quality.

Because the Directorate is organizationally

independent from other operating groups, it is in a desirable position to
· make objective evaluations and to guarantee the generation of quality
products on a timely and economical basis.
Administration
This dir ectorate is responsible for internal administration and
control as well as for providing special administration services to
the corporation. Reporting to the Vice President and General Manager,
the directorate consists of five functional organizational groups :
. · Data-Processing Systems and Oper ations, Management Analysis, Office Services,
Personnel, and Plant Engineering.
Security
Security, a directorate independent of other Melpar support functions,

I

reports directly to the Vice President and General Manager and is under the
security cogniza.nca of the Inspector of Na.va.l Material, Baltimore, Maryland.

I
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The Security Directorate is r esponsible for obtaining Company personnel
and

Visitor security clearances and for the control of classified documents

and mail summaries.
The Security Guard, headed by the Captain of the Guard, polices all
unlocked entrances to the various Melpar buildings, is stationed in restricted areas, and patrols within the buildings. The Guard, maintained

24 hours a day, is supplemented

by electrical detection devices.
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Classified material is controlled b.r a receipt system; couriers and
drivers who carry classified material conform 'With the regulations set
forth b,y the Department of Defense Industrial Security Manual and
Melpar•s Procedures Manual.
Resident Air Force Officer
Melpar has at its main building a resident Air Force r epr esentative
who 1 under the interservices agreement, has cognizance of all phases of
contract management and who

audi~s

for all the military services .

includes for management

contractual office, headed
branches:

This

Contract Administration Branch, Production Branch, Industrial

Property Branch, and Quality Control Branch.
includes a resident auditor

The personnel complement

(b) (6)

. who has complete audit

responsibility for all military contr acts at Melpar .
The address of the Air Force Representatives at Mel par is:
Mel par Air Force Contract Management Office
Philadelphia Air Force Contract Management District
Eastern Cont.ract Management District
3000 Arlington Boulevard
Falls Church, Virginia
Melpar Subsidiaries
Television Associates of I ndiana, I nc.

(~I)

In 1961, Television Aa~ociates, Inc. was

merged with its subsidiary,

Television Associates of Indiana, Michigan City, Indiana and became a
subsidiary of Melpar.
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This subsidiary is well established nationally and internationally
.in telecommunications engineering.

Currently, TAI is expanding its

operation for providing technical assistance to underdeveloped countries
as _well as operating and providing maintenance and training for telecommunication systems.
· TAI has contracts with the Agenc.r for International Development to
provide systems engineering for point-to-point microwave communication
networks in Pakistan, Turkey, Iran, Laos, Vietnam, and Thailand .

This

engineering work involves site surveys, specification preparation, installation supervision, system test and operation, and the training of
customer personnel.

In addition to foreign operations, TAI is engaged

·in aerialterrain surveys for highways, pipelines, and microwave links for
numerous customers in the United States.
Melpar West Virginia Corporation
The·Melpar West Virginia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary,
was established in 1963 to provide additional production capabilities for
electromechanical equipment.

It operates two plants, orie in Fairmont,

West Virginia, the other in Beckley, West Virginia.
Microwave Physics Corporation
The Microwave Physics Corporation of Gar1and 1 Texas 1 became a
subsidiary of Melpar in 1962. The Corporation designs and manufactures
ndcrowave components and subsystems for companies engaged in both
commercial and militar,y electr onics.
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6.2 Apelicable Research Division Facilities

. The

detailed organizational and physical facilities described

herein are considered of special importance to the performance of the
. proposed prime contract for Unconventional Weapons.
Research Division
The Research Division, reporting to the Vice President

fo~

Research,

conducts basic and applied research in electronics, chemistry, physics,
solid-state physics, physical· el~ctronics, chemical and biological war-

·rare, and l i.fe sciences.

EXtensive contraCtual e:xperience has been

canbined wi.th large, independentJ..y sponsored programs in each area to
produce fully equipped, fully staffed laboratories.

Major contract

efforts in materials development and testing, chemical and biological
warfare agent detection, miniaturized th:in-film electronic circuits, and
life sciences studies have been perfonned.

It engages Blso in tasks

concerned with toxicologi.calmetabolic studies, space sciences, plasma
physics, and biological-chemical satellite observation equipnento
The Research facilities are modern and extensive.

Completely

instrumented laboratories exist for research in all areas of classical
and contemporary sciences.

Representative of the range and ver satility

of the Division •s facilities are the Chemistry, Life Sciences, Plzy'sics,
and Materials Laboratories.
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Electronlcs-Physics Research Center
The Electronics-Physics Research Center is engaged in pure and

applied research in an extensive program associated with the present
and future needs of electronic systems.
The Electronics Research Laboratory. is nationally known for its
successes in speech bandwidth compression systems.

In addition,

research is in progress on scatter propagation at vhf via ionospheric
perturbations; the propagation of lvaves through media characterized
by a homogeneous but random distribution of refractive index; the development of a high-efficiency optical voice communication system; and
signal analyses employing pattern r ecognition techniques.
The Applied Science Laboratory performs applied research in
electronic systems, electronic components· and circuits J and electronic
applications to geosciences.

Novel detection systems responsive to the

reqijd.rements of t he military encompass the fields of seismics; acoustics,
infrared, and electro-magnetic radiations.

Bright l ight sources of

extremel y high efficiency produced by using microwave pumping with a
pl asma jet are particularly interesting. Also, the laboratory has an .
· excellent materials evaluation section which perfonns precision electrical, thennal , and mechanical measurements.
The Physics Section is pursuing reseal:'Ch and devel opment in waves
in gaseous and solid-state plasmas, improved gas la.Sers includ.il:tg the

generation of new wavelengths, and other special plasma phenanena.

The

group is mvestigating new device concepts originated at Melpar, such as ·
the beatron, the plasma beam dielectric amplifier, and the plasma

s~anner.
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The Materials Laboratory has the follo'Wing major areas of interest.

I

~

I

.Metailurgical research ~d engineering includes basic physical metal-

lurgy, materials selection and fabrication, high-strength-high-pressure
· materials, cryogenic applications.

Plastics and ceramics are being

rigorously studied for fabrication and application.

In add.i ticm, the

optical areas include photometry, spectral measurements, image converters, filters, infrared and ultraviolet detectors~
The

P~sical

Electronics Section provides major efforts in the

research and development of techniques for the vacuum deposition of
metal, semiconductor, and dielectric thin filmsj and secondly, the
study o:f the electrical, optical, and mechanical properties o:f the
f'ilms singly and in combination with other films.

A large activity is

involved in the development and production of techniques :for fabrication
o£ active and passive thin-film components as integrated thin-film
fUnctional circuits.
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Physics Section
The Physics Section is pursuing research and development in the

fallowing areas:
a.

Plasma Physics:
(1)

Waves in gaseous and solid state plasmas:

This current

· investigation deals primaril.y with the area of growing waves in plasmas.
Both theoretical and experimental work has been performed in the micr o. wave frequency range with hopes of. ultimately generating millimeter
wavelengths.

From this

~ork

new concepts haVe evolved in working back-

wards towards mill:iJneter waves from the infrared region .
( 2)

Gas Lasers :

Development on this area centers on increased

power oU.tput fran gas lasers and on the generation of new wavelengths.
Als o time and spatial coherences (frequency stability)
investigation.

are

topics of

LittJ..e effort is being expended in the area of

modulation techniques.
(3)

Other Plasma Phenanena:

Re-entry plasma studies have

been conducted in t he past using a radio frequency generated plasma to
simulate the actual heating conditions.

Fundamental breakdown studies

at radio frequencies have also been performed and are a current topic
of investigation.

Considerable vacuum equipnent and r-f plasma gen-

erators are available for any fundamental studies in this broad area.
The section will not be engaged in magneto hydrodynamics plasma or

ion propulsion, thenno-nuclear plasmas, or other fields beyond

tre

scope of the present capabilities and faciliti es.
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b.

Electron, Ion and Neutral Beam Ballistics&
(1)

Design of special purpose e1ectron guna.

(2) Interaction of electrons and/or ions with neutral beams.
(3)

o.

Special (not high energy) electron ballistic problems.

Plasma, Vacuum, and Solid State Devicesa

Examples are the Behtron, Plasma-Beam-Dielectric Amplifier, Plasma Resonance ·
Scanner, etc.
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Electronics Research Laboratory
The ·Electronics Research Laboratory is pursuing research and

development in the following areas:
a.

Speech Bandwidth Canpression:

Research and development

· · leading to speech bandwidth compression systems capable of communicating speech at an information rate and bandwidth reduction of

40

times and possessing the quality and articulation o£ good telephone
cOmmunications.
b.

Pattern Recogn:i tion:

Research and- development of mathematical

pattern recognition techniques that utilize the formation of a matched
filter based on a pattern memory developed during a learning program
and the recognition o£ unknown events in terms of the set of memorized
patterns.

The techniques developed utilize the expression of patterns

in the form o£ vectors in an n-dimensional space and the ·c omputation ·

of distribution functions of such vectors.

The method has successfully

been applied to automated word recognition and speaker recognition and
to events characterized by certain in£rasonic and underwater sotmd
· signature.

The technique developed is applicable to virtually any

pattern recognition problem.
c.

Ionos pheric Physics:

Research into the scatter propagation at

VHF frequencies via ionospheric perturbations.
d.

COil'DllUllications Theory:

Research and study into the propagaticn

of waves through media characterized by a homogeneous but random distribution of refractive ll1dax.
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e . . 2£tical Communications s
(1) Developme?t of a 'high efficiency optical voice
· communication utilizing the transmission of zero- axis crossings by
.means of a GaAs injection laser.

(Model for demonstration has already

. been perfected) .
(2)

Development and operation of a high-power pulse laser

· retro commWlication link · to the S-66 satellite for general optical
conununications studies and particularly for studies of the variability

of optica1 path ·attenuation over the link

to

and from the S-66 satellite.
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Materials Laboratory
The Materials Laboratory is concerned with the testing and appli. cation of various materials (plastics, metals, ceramics, etc. ) in
situations to determine whether the material is suitable for use in
the area for which it is being considered.
of:

The Laboratory is made up

the Materials Applications Branch, Metallurgy, Ultra High Pressure,

and Ceramics.

Discussions of these groups follow.

Materials Application Branch
Materials Applications at Melpar brings about the timely union
of modem materials technology With modern materials engineering knowhow.

All major fields of materials technology are brought to bear on

the solutions of materials applications problems and all types of
materials are considered-- from plastics to ceramics .

For re-entry

applications, ingenious antenna designs have been developed which
incorporate canbinationa of ceramics, plastics, plastic foams and
refractory metal materialso
Plastic foams are used also to protect delicate components and
electronic assemblies exposed to extreme vibration.

Mel par's Materials

Applications has mastered the plastic foam technique and can properly
select and use plastic foam materials which will provide optimum
dielectric, beat resistance, dampening and mechanical properties best
suited for a specific engineering design.
Jn the area of packaging, current emphasis is being given to the

packaging of high reliability microcircuitry for use in the hyperenvironments encountered in space exploration.

Packages for both thin
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film and solid-state circuitry are being developed and will be put
into use shortJ.y.

ALready, Melpar has established a unique capability

for packaging radiation detection devices.

Specifically designed to

detect ultraviolet, gamma and X-ray radiation, these devices are being
used throughout .the world for upper atmosphere radiation 'studies and
space exploration.
Metallurgy
The Metals Group attacks a wide variety of metallurgical problems;
from the investigations of metals failure to the development of unique
methods for

~etals joining~

Complete facilities are available for

· diffusion studies, grain boundary migration, solid state transformations and dislocations, and precipitation studies.

The facilities

include:
1.

Complete Automat grinding and polishing equipment for specimen

preparation of materials ranging from lead to sapphire.
2.

Bench microscopes for micro and macro examination.

3.

Completely equipped Bausch and Lamb Research Metallograph.

4.

Kentron Microhardness Tester.

High temperature space- age

materials~

refractory metals, :inter-

metallics, and specialized alloys can be studied in controlled environment's such as vacuum, inert gases, and reducing atmospheres.

Current

programs involve the development of techniques for brazing, sintering,
diffusion bonding, and recrystallization of refractory metals.
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i
· Augmenting conventional metallographic equipment, are a 2 high -

4 high

rolling mill and a swaging machine for determining the fabricabili ty
of experimental alloys.
U1 tra High Pressure
tn. tra High Pressure is an exciting new materials research tool

at Melpar.

Pressures up to 100 kilobars (1,500 ,000 psi) are being used

to qiscover and understand many of the mysteries of solid state processes, phase equilibria, chemical
inner earth geology.

reac~ions,

mineral formations and

Husky high pressure equipment essential for the

formation of many synthetic mineral structures together with unique
high pressure devices used in infrared, visible, and X-ray studies of _
- materials under pressure for the extended range of Melpar's high pressure research.

Both diamonds and emeralds have been synthesized at

Melpar using high pressure techniques.

Silicate mineral synthesis at

high pressure optics has led to the development of techniques which
permit direct observation at room temperature of the high pressure
crystals forms of:

ice, benzene, carbon tetrachloride, ethyl alcohol

and other organic and inorganic materials.
Ceramics
Melpar ' s Ceramic Materials Group is well versed in most areas of
high temperature teclmology.

This capability iilcludes the synthesis

of new or special high temperature materials, fabrication techniques,
firing teclmiques and characterization of ceramic materials and

products~~
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The. growth of single crystals o£ highly refractory materials by
. induction plasma fusion and the Vernuli technique is also included
·in this capability.

A prime example of our experience in high temper ature materials
synthesis is our work in rare earth compounds including oxides, carbides 1
borides, mi trides and silicides .

Several new materials have been

synthesised using solid state techniques at elevated temper a tures.

These

have in turn been characterized by X-ray and other techniques, and have
been fabricated into sintered compacts.

Various physical properties have ·

been determined £rom these compacts.
All types of refractory inorganic materials can be fabricated into
finished parts at Melpar by all the usual ceramic fabrication techniques.

This includes slip casting, extrusion, isostatic compactiori

and pressing as well as flame and plasma spr¢ng, hot pressing and
others. · Most of the rare earth borides and carbides fabricated at Melpar
are made by hot pressing.

Studies are continuousl y being made on the

fabrication and sintering o£ all types o£ ceramip materials.

These in-

clude specialized materials for electronic and nuclear application as
well as general high temperature applications.
Considerable research and development by the ceramic group resulted
in the capability

materials.

to produce a wide variety o£ iight weight ceramic

These foams have found usage as light weight diel ectrios,

insulating brick, catalyst carrier s , nose cap materials, etc.
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The capability of this group covers the gamut of materials and
·- processes from the more conventional ceramics for every day usage to
the highly specialized materials and the sometimes unusual fabrication
techniques required for space age applications .
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ApPlied Science Laborato;r
This laboratory is engaged in applied research in technological
areas as implied by the ti tJ.es of its four sections:

Detection

Systems Section, Evaluation Section, Opto-Electronics Section, and
the Electronics Section.

Descriptions of these groups and their

..responsiblli ties follow.
Detection Systems Section
The objective of Detection System Research is to conduct experiments and build b'r eadboards to establish the feasibility of novel
detection ideas responsive to the requirements of the military.

These

detection ideas encompass the fields of seismics, acoustics and electromagnetic radiations.
As a result of

~taction

System Research, several operational

detectors have been developed.

Following is a list and brief descrip-

tion of some of the devices.
Seismic Personnel Intrusion Detector:

This is a small, rugged,

passive device which detects and analyzes the seismic dist urbances
created by personnel footsteps.

A standard unit, model MI.-4; is

suitable for detecting the presence of humans at distances up to 20
meters.

The device is resistant to false triggering from natural

sources, and has an output circuit which can operate many alarms directly.

Designed for all weather usage, the unit can be canpletely

buried in the ground.

Self contained penlight batteries in the 18 cubic

inch device supply power for 10 days of continuous operation.
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Seismic Vehicle Intrusion Detector:

This is a small, passive

device which detects, anal.Y$S and responds to seismic disturbances
created by moving vehicles.

This system· is very resistant to false

signals from personnel and natural disturbances, and responds to heavy
vehicles at distances out to 200 yards.

Since heavy vehicles generally

create a larger disturbance· than light vehicles, some degree of vehicle
discrimination can be accanplished by adjusting the system sensitivity•
.The vehicle detector contains two nnu cells which supply power for 30
days continuous operation.

The uni. t is corilpletely encapsulated so

that it can be operated wbile buried.
Infrared Vehicle Detectors:

Both active and passive infrared

The

vehicle detectors have been. developed· through detection research.

classified nature of these devices prohibits a detailed disaussion of
their operational characteristics.
interest is in light choppers .

However, one unclassified area of

In conjunction with the active system,

Melpar developed a small inexpensive, stable light-chopper.

Total

power requirement for the unit is approximately 100 milliwatts.
Gunshot Detectorr

.Melpar has developed · a gunshot detector which

can be used in an environment of very high sound level such as encountered on helicopters and fixed w:ing aircraft.
sonic device which operates at approximately

40· kc,

This is an ultraand responds

the shock wave produced by the bullet or muzzle blast.

to

Since the

wavelength of operation is short, a single detector can be made very
directional , and several detectors can be used in an array to give
hemispheric coverage with good directional resaluti.on.
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Evaluations Section
The Evaluations

~ction

o£ the Applied Sciences Laboratory is

primarily concerned wit~ the eVal.uation of material characteristics.
The basic measurements perfo:nned by the staff include dielectric

' ·c onstant and loss over a wide frequency range, volume resistivity of
both conductors and insulators, thennal expansion, thennal conduc- ··
tiv;lty, specific heat, emissivity, and mechanical properties such as
· tensile·, flexural, and compressi-ve strength.

These are all conducted

at ~evated temperatures up to 3000~ and :some are carried out at
temperatures as low as that of liquid nitrogen.
These measurements are conducted as a fixed
· · several dozen private companies.

pric~

service £or

In" addition, the same types of

measut'ementa are conducted for Government agencies such as the A.ir
.Force or NASA.
The Evaluations Section has developed a canpetence in instru-·

mentation which has resulted in the design of eqa.ipnent that can be
sold canmercially, £or example
o£ the

'

~taf£

~he

X-band dielectraneter.

The ability

to design special. purpose heating equipment has been used

as a support .1\mction to other departments in Melpar performing contracts.

Both the JPL chranatograph and the current Apollo ef£ort haVe·

drawn upon the talents of this group.
Currently the Section is providing a survey type effort £or the
Research Technology Division on the use of nonmetallic inorganic
refractory materials as an elevated temperature radome.
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Opto-Electronics Section
The objectives of this section are given following:
a.

To develop a cw bright light source of extremely high

efficiency by using microwave pumping in conjunction with a plasma jet.
The light emitted is concentrated in a relatively narrow band, from

to 300

Rwide.

50

So far, bright light sources have been made to operate

in the yellow, the green, the red, and the blue.

It is possible to

.develop a source anywhere in the . visible or infrared.
emit in all directions.

This source will

Efficiencies obtained in preliminary experi-

menta have been 150 lumens/watt.

They should be doubled with better

design of the microwave cavity.

Brightness levels obtained have been

of the order of 2 million foot-lamberts.

These sources can also be

·pulsed at kc rates and are particularly suitable for coding.
b.

I

I
I
I

I

To

dev~op

a high intensity vapor laser to operate on the same

principle as the solid state ruby laser with pumping to be
by microwaves.

Average output power should be 1 kw with peak

the mul timegawatt range.

c.

~ses

in

E..

.
To develop a means for coherent coupling of laser beams.

.

out

No cooling would be requi.red and operating

wa~lengths would be in ~he long side of 5600
.

c~ed

This

.

w:Ul. be done by using ·one l~er beam to in.O.ll.ence a medium suah as a

plasma, a dielectric or vacuum, and have the medium in turn ·effect
another laser beam.

I

I

I

I
r
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Electronics Section
This section i s engaged in applied research in the following
electronically oriented areas :

Electronic systems, electronic can-

ponents and circuits, electronic applications to geosciences, and
pattern recognition and data handling.
In electronic systems, inyestigations have been conducted in

topics associated with electronic warfare research, includ.lllg ECM
0

0

. · susceptibllity of canpressed pUlse radar and digital conummications
systems, SI?-d EC(}{ Techniques in FM voice Comrmmications.

The group

has prepared proposals in the areas of Hazard Monitoring Systems for

NASA KSFC, and a special-purpose l{ydrogen Hazards Detection and Manitoring System.

Areas of principal interest ares

measures and counter-countermeasures,

electronic counter-

reconn~ssance,

surveillance,

camnunicati;an, radar, intelligence, and hazard monitoring and evaluation systems.
The Electronic Components and Circuits group is working on· the
conception and application of new circuitry techniques.

Its

sp~cialty

is the microminiaturization of analog and digital electronic systems
such as analog-dig:ttal converters, vocoders, and t he .electronics for
the Apollo Gas Chromatograph, "Which is presentJ.y being developed.
Other studies, proposals, and developments include electronic iristromentation systems for gathering and processing data of meteorological
and biological origin.
The Geosciences group has developed a new, toroidal sensor for
magnetotelluric investigations.

This device is presentJ.y gathering
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· data which will be evaluated and used as the basis for proposals conceming telluric currents , geanagnetism, earth and lunar crust
structure, and ocean

con~ctivity

at enonnous depths.

The group is

.interested in seismic studies, including the development of new
sensors suc·h as an electron-beam seismaneter, and an interferaneter
accelerometer.
trCITiagnetic

Work is in progress on a study of plasma-sheath elec-

radia~rs

and

refle~tors.

The Pattern Recognition and Data Handling group has worked · on a
d~vice

called DIMUS. which was the application of a particular signal

processing ...~clmique to the outputs of large arrays of seismaneters.
Hardware was 'simulated on a general purpose computer.

Programming

assistance was provided to the Oeneral Kl.ectric Go.· in the simulation
of an attack by various a gents on selected targets. · Other

stu~es

have been conducted toward tbe development of abstract descriptor
functions for pattern recognition, BW/GW Threat Analysis, and Reference
Coding in Infonnation Retrieval Systems.

.
\

"
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Physical El.ectrarl.cs Laboratory
The major efforts of the Peysical Electronics Laboratory are
(1) research and development of teclmiques for vacuum deposi tian of
metal, semiconductor, and dielectric thin films; (2) study of the
electrical, optical, and mechanical properties of the films singly,
.

.

and .i n oanbination with other films; and (3) the development and
production of techniques for fabrication of active and passive thin. film components as an integrated thin-film functional circuit •

The Materials Research Branch is engaged in the fomation and
study of the properties of dielectric, semiconducting, and metal films.
The main effor~ are directed towards the successful development of

thin-film capacitors and resistors capable of operation at

500°0,

the

fabrication of a high-impedance thin-fil.lli. voltage source, study the
radiatian-resistant properties of thin .t'i1ms to. radiation fields of
apace

environmen~,

and study of the semiconducting properties of

intermetallic canpounds..

Further objectives are to

inco~orate t~
.

propertie~ of the thin .film as· integral parts of thin-film circuits.

The optical properties of the films were studied as a function thick-

ness and dispositi.on parameter •
The Micro~evices Research Branch is concerned with the formati.cn

of single and multi-layered fiJ.ms in order to form active electronic
devices.

The electronic properties of microcrystals .found in films, as

well as metal-dielectric and metal-semiconductor interfaces, are being
studied.

Areas of research currently being undertaken · include :· nucle-

ation on similar and dissimilar substrates, grain growth in thin

.r:ifms,
100

.. .. vacuum doping . of thin films, thin layer .semiconductor fonnation,

inuJ.tuayer

structUres { turmeling, hot electron devices)' and effects

of, surface states.

The surface studies have led to the development

of a thin-film field effect device; crystal..lite grow-th studies have
·led to the deposition of tunnel diode crystallites; . layer fonnatim
. and doping studies have led to point contacts, alloy, and grown diodes.
The microdevices so fonned will be integrated with passive thin-film
-circuit components.
The .Molecular Circuits Branch has the- task to design and develop
vacuum equipuent and deposit thin-film circuits.
been designed and fabricated.

Several. circuits have

These circuits, both lzybrid and com-

pletely thin film, are adaptable to most low-power analog or digital
applications.

The capability for fabricatioo of thin-film circuits

is developed from a wide range of materials and geanetrical. configurations.

The primary result has been the design and develOpment of a

produ~tion

plant for thin-film circuits.

At present the plant is partially autanatic;· by the end of
it 'w ill be completely autanated.

~

year

The -system has advantages of high

versatility,· short set-up time, high operat:ing temperatures, provision
for large numbers of·masks and sources {or film materials}, high yield,
and ·a capability for processing large quantities of circuits in a
single evacuation.

Two unitS

at'EI

in Operation and a th:i.rd is ready for

assembly in the Manufacturing Divisico.
containing _s~veral
has been initiated.

A pilot run for lzybrid

o~rcuits

3% resistors and several soldered-on bulk canpanents
It is expected that the plant will be available for

sale or lease in the near

future.
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APPENDI X A
DAZZLING BY LASERS AND HI GH I NTENSITY LIGHT SOURCES

/

.

'

ABSTRACT
potentialities of lasers and high intensity light

~he

I

source have been investigated for the production of dazzling
and scotomatic glare.

.J

It is found that high intensity light

I
I

sources are to be preferred, both for luminance-time product
and for efficiency.
· Using ·the basic physiological data from the sources
mentioned in the report, together with the luminance-time
capabilities of the various light sources, a number of graphs
have been drawn exhibiting the relative glare capabilities of
.

.

i'

lasers and high intensity light sources.
-Xenon flash lamps are shown to be the preferred type of

source, followed by High Intensity Carbon Arcs and Photo Flaah
Bulbs.

A typical large xenon flash lamp (the FX-56) has a

useful output of about 50,000 lumen-seconds. This enables an
· ar~a of 5200 ft 2 to be exposed at a range of over 1000 rt;, .
~ith

indefinitely long recovery time when flashing at t he r ate

of only once every few seconds .

It is feasible to flash this

lamp at rates in excess of 1 p.p.s.
Lasers are shown to be relatively poor

sour~es

for the

present application, even when invoking considerable sy·stam
complexity.

It is shown to be feasible to build

a stacked

.

blinking laser array which will cover an are·a of over 100 ft 2
with indefinitely long recovery time.

However, the system
2

oompl&Xit7, espeoiall7 the laser bead arra7, is quite great,
.and the performance can be easil7 surpassed b7 simple divergent
beam, high intensit7 light source s7stems.

3

1.

THE NATURE OF THE STUDY
We. have investigated the potentialities of coherent and

ipcoherent sources of luminance (lasers and high intensity
light sources, respectively) for field use in producing dazzling
and · scotomatic glare.

The basic physiological data utilized

has been that compiled by Metcalf and Horn(l) and Miller

and

Fry(2).

Our study is sharply divided into two classes, those of
Lasers and High Intensity Light Sources.

Although coherency in

-itself has not been shown to have any physiological effect
bearing ·u pon glare, it is convenient to treat lasers separately
in order to demonstrate their fundamental limitations and
advantages most clearly.
Our laser studies are confined solely to the ruby laser,
which is the only
r~diation

practic~l

source of intense, visible coherent

presently available.

Several types of high intensity

1ight sources, on the other hand, are available, a number of
the most ' practical receiving consideration in this report.

In

neither the case of the laser nor the high intensity light
source have we discussed the fundamental principles pf light
'

generation, as such treatments are not believed to be germane
to the present study.

What we do discuss in each case are the

practical considerations having a direct bearing upon glare
1. 11Visual "Recovery Times From High-Intensity Flashes of Light, n
by Robert D·. Metcalf, . Capt. USAF(MSC) and Richa.rd E. Horn OD
(WADC Technical Report 58-232. ASTIA Document No. AD ·205543.- ·
2. nvisual Recovery from Brief Exposures to Very· High Lti.minance
Levels, 11 by Norma D. Miller andGlenn· A·. Fry· (Contract N9. · · ·
XF 33(657) -9229, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Aerospace
Medical Division (AFSC), Brooks AFB, Texas).

I
I

systems, presenting the data in the form of easily interpretable
graphs.
Our discussion is conservative throughout, centering
around equipment and components which exist _or can be designed
- and constructed at the present time.

For example, we discuss

"high" prf' systems of only 0.1 joule per pulse output, mention-ing the possibility of con-structing
.-_ joule per pulse.

~quipment

extending to 1

In the present literature, on the

oth~r

band,

- s-y stems of 1 .. p.p. s. extending up to 50 joules/pulse are mentioned;
-as we believe such a system to be impractical for immediate
field

use ~

we have

giv~n

this more liberal estimate no considera-

tion. _ Our approach is similar in other areas treated in this
report. ·
The basic physiological data of importance can be stimmed
up in two graphs.

Figure 1 shows illuminanc e-energy- (lumen-seconds)
rt2
versus visual recovery time (seconds) according the studies of

Metcalf and Horn (op . cit.).

The other aspect of importance is

the demonstration of the importance of illuminance-energy
instead of illuminance itself.

The approximate validity of this

concept is shown in Figure 2, after the work_of Miller and Fry
(op. cit.).

It is unfortunate .t hat they have used lumina.nee-

energy {ra ther
bearing upon
A

th~ illuminance-~nergy),

sho~ing

con~on

although this has no

the importance of exposure time.

ground for compar·ison of the various sources was
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founded upon the following considerations:
The illuminance-energy ( £:·~) ~ at a -target can be considered
to be the amount of energy per squar•e foot that will affec t the
eye and arrive during a time dt.
emitting in all directions.

Consider now a light source

A certain fraction of this energy,

k, can _be collimated into a beam of some sort.
laser this fraction will be 1. 0.

For the ruby

For the extended nonooherent

0.25, _b ased upon figures p\lbof an AH6 lamp _in a 25 inch search-

sourc es the fraction was set at
'lished by G.E. for

mou~ting

This collimated light radiates into _a· solid angle d J~ ,
so that at a distance R it illuminated an e~posed area R2 _d~~ •

light.

Thus,

~dt
R

Next~

2

~~
<l.J'-

is the illuminance energy for a given s ource.

the curve shown in Figure 1 -was expressed as the analytic

function

where i is the illuminance energy
needed to dazzle for a time, t •
·These two terms were equated t o for.m the algebraic expression
that was used to generate the various curves

Solving for diL tells u s how well the beam must be
collimated in order to dazzle a specified time for various
ranges.

This information is plotted in iigures, 3,4, 5,9,10,

11,13,14,16~17.

8

Some idea of the practical limitation to optical collimation can
be ascertained from the performance of 60" carbon arc
lights.

s~arch

These devices yield a beam from a 5/8" extended arc

that is collimated to 4.7xlo·4 steradian.
Alternately, one oan solve for R 2 ~ and oaloulate the
possible · area of coverage as a function of the mean recovery
time, (dazzle time).

This information is plotted in figures

6, 12, 15 and 18.
For continuously operating sources the effective duration
time was considered to be 0.1 second (the eye blink
time).

r~sponse

Any battle field system would probably us e some sort

of shutter system with a duty time of this magnitude.
Wa divide our laser investigation into studies of a
simple divergent beam system and scanning and stacked blinking
a~rays.

It is easy to show that the divergent s ystem must be

rather high power, that the scanning system possesses essentially
no advantages and that a

prope~ly

constructed stacked blinking

array can be extremely effective using an ensemble of low power
laser rods.

Appropriate graphs display all of the important

conclusions in units which are compatibl·e with the high
intensity light source data.
In the case of high intensity light sources we present a
variety of sources including flashbulbs p xenon flash tubesp
high pressure mercury vapor sourceg and carbon arcs.

In

9

presenting their luminance-energy figures we have been very
conservative, which means that optimum optical collector and
·collimation design will enable the values we have quoted to be
exceeded, in some cases

~ppreciably.

On the other hand, no

soppisticated systems are discussed, as involved systems are
. better used with the improved luminance geometry of lasers.
· - Thus, · we .present our conclusions (in : the form of several graphs)
for a simple divergent beam system but .for .a number of different sources.

Comparison of these graphs with those prepared

·for ,the laser show the general superiority of the high intensity
. light source.

Nevertheless, on a per lumen-second basis the ·

.laser . is to be preferred, and its use should not be discounted
for certain situations.
In addition .to what amounts to a series of photometric
analyses, we give some data on the actual hardware which can be
used immediately.

Although we have not considered it necessary

to present the most m.inute details, we do give information on
general sizes and power requirements, i n addition to discuss ing
critical components such as capacitors, flash tubes, etc. · The
· short perioa of time available for the study has prohibited the
inclusion of detailed typical system configurations and the like.
Finally, we present our

con cl~sions

in which we gi ve cqm-

parisons , recommendations , possible extensions of physiological
effects and future system capabilities.

We believe that this
10

short study has definitely exposed the main points of interest ,
and that the conclusions obtained are valid and conservative.
~

·Further work is required for any detailed system recommendations,
but the graphs presented allow an immediate determination of
.· .the present glEU"e system potentialities of lasers and high
in~ensity

light sources. ·
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As GLARE

2.

LASERS

2.1

Introduction

SOURCES

There . are no really high power ow lasers, nor even high
power pulsed lasers with pulse lengths approaching the blink
time of the eye ("' 0.1 second).

As a result, l:asers· suffer

from the deficiency of inadequate luminance time, although
· their inherently high luminance causes this deficiency to be
relatively minor.
At the present time all lasers of sufficiently high power
to be of interest

e~ploy

optical pumping.

The conversion of

electrical power into total {ight output is . efficiently performed by modern laser flash lamps.
only a ·small .fraction of this

~~ght

Unfortunately, however,
is matched to the absorption

bands of the laser material, resulting in a very small efficiency
for overall conversion of prime electrical power t o coherent
radiation.

For normal ruby laser operation the overall

e~ficiency

varia's from one-half to one percent , and it is not greater than
about one-tenth of a percent for giant pulse operation.

A laser

~

transform a rather poor luminance geometry

(either a straight or coiled flash lamp) into " good" luminance
geometry.

This enables beams of literally any desired

geometry to be formed, to be v·a ried, to be scanned, t o be
stacked, etc.

In addition, it allows (under good atmospheric

conditions) the transport of high illuminance ( 1 YIDe~s ) to
ft
12

extreme ranges.

It also allows field strengths to be developed

(under certain conditions) which cause catastrophic, nonthermal eye damage, although this tact is incidental to the
subject of present interest .
It has been indicated that pulse recurrence rates of
from l to

4 p.p.s.

should be considered.

Lasers have been _

·built to operate up to 1. p.p.s., although several problems.
arise:

(1)

Capacitor bank lifetime .

( 2)

Flashtube lifetime.

(3)

Laser rod cooling.

<4>

Reduced peak output.

The capacitors must be severely derated, the flashtubes mus t
be operated much below their peak capability and must be cooled,
the laser rod must be cooled to the maximum extent possible and
really high energy output per pulse (tens of joule s and above)
must be sacrificed.
We consider first the straightforward divergent cone
laser system configuration, assuming a one millisecond pulse
and standard (;ov 0.1 p . p. s. ) and high ("' 5 p. p_. s. ) pulse
currence rates.

re~

For the "standard" system it is possible to

utilize rather high energy per pulse (rJl0- 100 joules) , while
the "high" prf system must be reduced to the order of 0.1 joule
per pulse.

The pertinent data are presented in the form of

13
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several curves which allow quick evaluation a given set of
conditions.
Next, we consider scanned and blinking stacked systems
.which may be of some tactical value.

In the · absence of a precise

knowledge of the necessary and/or desired conditions, · we have
· attempted to include a sufficiently wide range of parameters
to allow

~dequate

evaluation.

Again,· we present the data in

the form of several curves which are believed to be conveniently arranged.
Finally, we discuss some of the mundane, but important,
hardware problems involved.

Basic information on special compo-

nents, prime power requirements and sizes are included.
2.2 Divergent Cone Laser Systems
Luminous flux (in lumens) is given by the standard relation
0

7700 A

F

'

where

K~

=

)\=

2:0
3800

J

A

is 680 times tabulated photopic luminosites and

is power in ,watts per

50

0

A band of wavelengths.

P~

In integral.

terms this may be written as ·
F =

f.•\

P(.ll)k(;l)d)l .:

Q
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_for a laser

It would be more precise to utilize Lorentzian line shapes for
· the laser spectrum, but K(/l) is a slowly varying function and it
would be

a trivial

refinement.

The _n ormal laser produced a spiked spectrum of several
·h undred microseconds duration, Melpar' s standard large (6" by

5/8'•
· c~ose

rod) ;ruby system producing a total pulse duration of very
to one millisecond .

a~ en~rgy

Although Melpar's laser generates

approaching 100 joules per pulse, the average large

"standard" ·system may be· reasonably assigned a value of 10 _joules
per pulse.

As previously stated_, "high11 prf systems are present-

ly limited to the order of 0.1 joule per pulse.
With sufficient · accuracy for the pres ent purpos e_, we
assign . a pulse power of 104 watts for the "standard" prf system
and 102 watts for the 11 highu prf system. · For an operating waveo

length of 6943 A1 K(~) = 104 ~~ens , giving a total pulse flux
'b
· watt
·
output of 1.04xJ.o6 lumens for the standard syatem and 1. 04xl04
u

lumens for the high prf system.

As lasers are not perfectly

diffuse emitters, it is well to express the source luminance· in
candles per square- centimeter, rather than in lamberts.

For an

emissiqn of F lumens, a rod area of A square centimeters and a

15
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beam of solid angleS1 , the source strength in candles per
square centimeter is
F

B =-

Af2

neglecting refinements such as mode structure which are relatively
unimportant for glare systems.
We assign, then, a total luminous pulse flux output of 106
lumens (103 lumen-seconds) for the standard laser and lo4 ·lumens
(10 lumen-seconds) for the high prf laser.

It is not really

necessary to establish values for the source luminance (in candles
per square centimeter or in lamberts), as we use the
in reference (1).

However, we will insert some

da~a

given

inform~tion

on

effective source luminance (for given divergence angles) in terms
o~

candles per square centimeter.
According to Metcalf and Horn (op .cit. ), the minimum

illumination at the eye which is of interest {to give 7-12
seconds recovery time) is 100 lumens/ft~ for a 0.1 second pulse.
As the work pf Miller and Fry (op. cit.) shows energy impinging
upon the eye to be the important factor, a figure of 10 lumenseconds/ft2 is the minimum illuminance energy of interest.
Obviously, then, the standard las er beam must not be spread over
an area in excess of 100 ft 2 , and the high prf laser beam must
be restricted to 1 ft 2 area. Cleaply, eve; the s tandard lase.r
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is

•.

only· m~rginally

acceptable, it our estimate ot the desired

. area_. Cf?Verage is proper.
Metcalf and Horn's estimate of the threshold of retinal
damage is

24,ooo lumen~seconds/tt 2 •

This estimate agrees within

a ·faotor of about two with the minimum tor miorohistoohemioal
. pe~anent

·damage as given by the SUrgeon General's Office.

Shall, as a result, use the figure of .- 24,000

We

lum~n.-seco~d/tt 2

·. as the marginal
value tor
retinal damage..
.
.
As it is evident that a 10 joule laser is of only marginal
use, we have also considered the use of a 100 joule laser.
Although it involves a larger power supply, it is still practical
to conQider a prf of 0.1 p.p.s. The area covered can now be
increased to 1000 tt2 for minimum useful recovery time. ·
Figqre 3 shows a 100 joule laser with solid angle plotted
~ersus

range, with recovery time as a parameter ;

Figures 4 and

5 respectively, show similar plots for io and 1 joule lasers.
So

far 'we have only considered single rod, simple divergent beam

systems.

In order to provide nearly any desired

de~ee

of

scotomatic glare, a variable cone angle must be used; as is
evident from figure 6 the useful exposure area

s~ffers

when

increased glare levels are demanded, but this may 'be necessary
as the tactical situation demands.
Figure 7 shows the range fo-r retinal damage plotted versus
cone angle, with laser pulse luminous flux as a parameter.

It
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is considered that

50

ft is a safe inner range, so that all cone

. angles resulting in a greater retinal damage range are not to
be allowed.

2.3 Scanning and Stacked Blinking Systems
The smaller the cone angle ·the greater the
tor a

~iven r~ge,

recovery ttme

together with the fact that recovery time

beobmes a less sensitive function of l'ange.

Clearly, then, it

·.. -would be .advantageous to consider systems capable of greater
concentration.

The scanning system would be ideal if recovery

time were only a function of peak illuminance, rather than the
product of illuminance ' and time.

Nevertheless, some advantages

· may accrue, and the subj ect is worth a short elementary treatment.
For

~

circular beam of linear cone angle Q, the peak

illuminance .is
F

'

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
t•

where R is the range and F is the peak luminous flux out of the
laser.

To cover a given area by simple flooding at a certain

range requires a flood angle

CL

. . -o

=F)14
- h~ 2 FP,.
23

.
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.

Fp is _the necessary- peak_illuminance.

must take plaoe within a pulse duration.

Obviously, soan

The new divergence

angle, -QDN' is to be<(90 , otherwise there is no advantage to
even consider. Let the scan angular velocity be (A) , resulting
in a linear scan velocity V = RGJ; with a spot size of linear
dimensions L = .R QDN' the dwell time on a point target will be
Q

~ = ~ , so that the illuminance-time product will be
F

•

As the "oid" illuminance-time product was

,
where ( is the laser pulse width, the ratio of scan glare energy
to divergent beam glare energy will be
g 2

JO-

I

it

r~ains

D
GJ(g

•,

· DN

to establish the value ofGV1r, as

definition.
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Assuming a square scan raster, there will be n 2 scan spots
within a divergent beam spot size of RQD' if

gn

~

= n.

It

gDN

. wili take a time equal to

to cover this entire

raster; this time may be set equal to a laser pulse width,
n2 9
·that (A)= · '( DN •

so

Thus,

QD

= 1, as -

= n ;

QDN

·· 1 t is apparent, as a result, that no advantage is to be gained

by using a scanning system.
n

2

R_

QnN>R

Actually, the area covered by

QD, so _that a slight advantage is obtained in ex-

posure area.

In general, the complexities · qf a scan system

would not warrant its use for such a slight exposure area incr~ase~

is

In those cases wherein actual field effect eye damage

to be considered at appreciable range, however, the scanning

system would offer great advantages; such. a system lies beyond
the scope of interest of the present study.
Consider a system of n laser rods producing beams which
overlap at some critical distance.

A high prf system (for prf<

10 p.p.s.) ordinarily offers litt1e if any advantage, as the
,·

eye blinks shut between the n and n+l pulses.

In a stacked

25
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blinking system, however, advantage can be taken of a high prf
system.

The illuminance-time factor is increased by a factor

I

~

I

I
I
I

J

I

of n when using a stacked system, and each rod can be fired 5
times · a second.

By sequential firing the entire pattern can be

blinked in· 0.2 second.

With an increase to 2 n rods, still

covering the same area, the entire pattern can be blinked in
0.1 second,

proh~biting

neighboring troops from using eye blink

protection.
The great advantage of a 2 n rod system, then, is that an
array of reasonable size laser rods can essentially, insofar as
the eye is concerned, continuously flood a given area with high
illuminance.

It is feasible to build a

5 p.p.s.

2 n rod system,

with n being an integer dependent upon single rod peak pulse
luminance.

The present difficulty, unfortunately, is that n

would have to be a very large number to illuminate a really
effective area.

This is due to the amall luminous flux output

of present "high11 prf systems.
future to pulse a rod at
l joule.

It may be feasible in the near

5 p.p.s. which delivers an output of

In this case n can be some reasonable number - such

as 10; a 20 rod array is not unreasonable.
Assuming that the eye will be exposed to continuous
flooding

open, it will always suffer a 7-12 second
recovery time when exposed to 100 lumens/rt2 • Thus, the recovery
wheneve~

time may be made indefinitely long with only moderate dazzling
\

I
I
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glare illuminance.

For this reason, it is well to merely plot

a curve of effective area versus n, with laser output as a
parameter; such a curve appears in Figure 8. It should be
noted that this has been a vary conservative discussion, and
the stacked blinking system may actually be used with good
·results under conditions of appreciably weaker i l luminance than
is normally regarded as useful!

2.4

Laser Hardware
As we are only considering ruby laser

is rather standard.

sys ~ ems ,

the hardware

The main components involved are the

following:
1.

A de charging power supply.

2.

A capacitor storage bank.

3.

Trigger Circuitry;

4.

One or more xenon ·flash lamps.

5.

A reflector assembly (usually elliptical) containing
one or more flash lamps and a ruby rod.

6.

A ruby rod.

7. Divergent beam optics.
8.

A laser head directional mechanical assembly.

Neglecting items ('7) and (8), some idea of the hardware
may be obtained for a "high" prf system by exami ning a unit
designed by Maser Optics.
an output of ·r rom

This uriit pulses at 1 p.p.s. with

0.5 to 0.75 joules/pulse, using water cooling

for the flash lamp .

The laser rod weighs

4 pounds,

and the
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power supply plus capacitors, trigger circuitry, etc. weighs
about 150 _pounds.

The capacitor bank is derated from 800 to

600 joules, and the flash lamp has a life of 104 flashes.
For more bulky standard systems, a good idea of the hardware may be obtained by examining Melparls large solid state
laser. · This unit is mounted in (and on) a single large relay
rack, using an elliptical reflector with a standard
lamp and a 6u by 5/8" ruby rod.
capacitors rated at

4 KV

FX-47 flash

The storage bank ~sea 18

at 100 microfarads.

Each capacitor

weighs 60 pounds and occupies a space of 935 cubic inches.

The

de power supply used is a small unit delivering up to 3 KV at
a maximum average power of 1. 5 KW.

Various small relays, a

small trigger power supply, etc. are negligible in size and
weight compared ' to the capac.itor bank or even the charging power
supply.

The unit normally delivers about 40 joules output,

although this is without cooling of any kind.

With cooling aqd

maximum use of the capacitor storage bank it can deliver ne~ly

150 joules output; the unit is not presently arranged to operate
in ·this fashion.
Divergent beam ·o ptics occupies negligible space, and no
-collection or collimation· optics .is needed.

A directional

laser head assembly would involve some design work, but the
additional weight, size and power requir.aments would
. . be negligiblS
relative to the remainder of the

system~

~9

Scanning systems have been shown to possess little advantage, while blinking stacked systems are of value.

Neverthe-

less, the compound laser head assembly would be very complex,
.

.

although the weight and size would be appreciably less than 2n
times the values for a single rod system.

It is tmpossible at

this time to give any close esttmates ot size and weight for a
stacked blinking system.
Although this has been a brief description of the laser
. hardware required, it should be sufficient information for
present use.

Scaling the Maser Optics unit allows a deter-

mination of the magnitude of the hardware presently required
for a given application.

30
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·3.1

HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT GLARE SOURCES
Introduction
Actually, incoherent light sources are, in general, less

amenable to straightforward design procedures than is a laser
(given an appropriate flash lamp for optical pumping).

How-

ever, high intensity light source have been built for a number
o~

years, and very

ef~icie~t

designs have evolved.

A wide

. variety of continuous and pulsed sources are available, and we
have chosen representatives of the more important classes.
There are some types of very high luminance flash tubes
which we have not discussed in the text.
Wilson tube and the Fischer tube.

Among these are the

The former is a low pressure

nitrogen, external . electrode tube, while the latter is a high
pressure steel flash lamp with an end-on window.

The Wilson

tube generates much of its power in the ultra-violet, in
addition to having a pulse width of less than a microsecond.
The Fischer tube has a pulse length in the tens of nanoseconds
region, yielding a very low luminance energy.

Thus, even

though the luminance of these sources is very high (even for

the Wilson

tube)~

of interest.

the luminance-time product is too low to be

For various reasons, usually a low luminance-

time product, we have neglected a number of sources which are
useful for other applications.
We only consider simple divergent beam systems, although
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·· it is possible to use stacked blinking arrays.

In general the

luminance-time product of these incoherent sources is so high
that a single source, simple divergent beam system provides
all the capability desired.

In analyzing these simple sources

it is indeed amazing that they have not been widely used in
battle-field situations, as it appears that their capapility
for· an optical incapacitating function· is extremely high.
Specifically, we consider xenon flash tubes, photo - flash
bulbs, carbon arcs and high pressure mercury arcs.
two are continuous sources, although it is

The latter

con sidere~

that a

maximum of one-tenth of a second illuminance time should be
used in the calculations - due to the blink response of the
eye.

Both the xenon flash tubes and the photo flash bulbs are

directly rated in lumen-seconds.
We consider first the xenon flash tube, especially as
developed by Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grier, Inc .

These are

the most efficient high intensity sources extant, and, in
addition, their luminance-time products are extremely high.
Considered from the present application viewpoint, this type
of source is to be preferred over all other - including lasers

ot the present generation.
Next, we consider photo flash bulbs.

Although this type

of source seems extremely primitive, and it suffers from ·an
inherently "one-shot" lifetime, a device employing an automatic
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feed and this type of source might be very convenient for
certain tactical situations.

At any rate, we believe ·that such

a source should be considered for the sake of completeness.
The
~eapon

u. s.

Army already has a potent optical incapacitating

in the form of its 800 million candle searchlight,

The

general category of carbon arcs represents an important class
of high intensity light sources.

Although not as efficient as

the xenon source, the carbon arc is easily handled and repaired,
and its luminance geometry is good.

We consider this type of

source worthy of some mention.
Then, we consider briefly the high pressure mercury arc •
. This type of source has reasonable efficiency and life, together
. with a good luminance-time capability.

It should be of ·value

for field use under some conditions.
We give the important conclusions concerning all of these
sources in a series .o f easily read graphs.

They are plotted as

for the laser divergent beam case, so that direct comparison
is readily made.

Finally, we give the important hardware

infor.mation for these sources, although, as for the laser, we
do not consider it necessary, in such a study, .to go into great
detail.
3.2 The Xenon Flash Tube Source
Only flash tubes of 1! 11 arc length and longer are of
sufficient luminance-time rating to merit consideration.

We
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consider the FX-33 (1~1 • arc), the
(6" . are).

FX-52

(3" arc) and the FX-56

The latter two lamps are normally used for laser

pumping, and by using forced air or water cooling their average power ratings are 600 and 5000 watts respectively.

The

FX-33 is not designed for high average power, and it is rated
.

.

at only 10 watts average power.

The ratings for the various

lamps are 2000 lumen-seconds (FX-33), 25,000 lumen-seconds
(FX-52) and 200,000 lumen-seconds (FX-56).

A very conservative

collector and collimation design allows more than
lumdnance energy to be used, but
figure.

25%

25~

of this

was chosen as a feasible

As the luminance geometry is not as good as for the

carbon arc case, an estimated l ower collimation limit of 10-3
steradians solid angle has been u·sed in our calculations.
The conversion efficiency of ·these lamps averages about 40
lumens/watt, which is an efficiency not equaled by any other
high intensity source.
when used with the maximum average input powe~s p~eviously
menti.o ned, these lamps have a flash number lifetimes of 10,000
flashes for the FX- 33, 5000 for the FX-52 and 7500 for the FX- 56.
With due precaution for average power, these lamps may be
flashed up to several time's per second.
The conclusions pertinent to these lamps for a simple
divergent beam, single lamp source ·a re shown in Figures 9·12.
The performance is so good that we have not regarded it necessary
34
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Figure 9
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to discuss stacked blinking

systems or the like.

The high prf

capabilities of these lamps makes it feasible, however, to
produce significant dazzle at extreme ranges (for appreciable
exposure area) by utilizing a blinking system.
Although somewhat less impressive than the 800 million
candle searchlight, a consideration of the respective hardware
requirements quickly shows the genera1 advantages of the xenon
flash tube.

The appreciable exposure area for lengthy recovery

time , demonstrated in t he above mentioned graphs, shows the
significant capabilities of the xenon flash tubes.

Comparison

with the laser sources quickly demonstrates t he advantages of
using the flash lamps themselves, rather than using them as
optical pumping sources!

3.3

Photo Flash Tube Sources
The seemingly innocuous photo flash bulb possesse s

appreciable c apability as a glare source.

Despite its ttone-shotn

nature, · a simple feed mechanism can be designed to utilize this
·expendable item at a rate

suffici~nt

to cause indefinitely long

recovery tLme under proper condi tions .

We consider two f,lash

bulbs, the common #5 and the large PH 50-1.
The #5 photo flash bulb is rated at 21,000 lumen-seconds,
while the PH 50-1 has a rating of 100,000 lumen-seconds.

The

luminance geometry is such that we ·again assume a 25% collection and collimation efficiency.
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The curves appropriate to these sources appear in Figures
. 13-15.

The PH 50-1 in particular obviously has tremendous

dazzling capability, and even the lowly

#5

exceeds the capabili-

ties of a laser of significant power output.

3.4·

The Carbon Arc · Source
.The carbon arc is a rather ancient high intensity source,

but one still worthy of consideration. · The efficiency of a
carbon arc approaches 20 lumens/watt, or about one-half that of
·a typical xenon flash tube.

The arc itself, however, is rather

small, even for a high intensity source, and the luminance
geometry is very good.

It is not difficult, by good design, to

obtain a minimum solid angle of less than 5xlo· 4 steradians.
While this scarcely compares favorably with a laser, it is
among the best in the realm of incoherent sources.
Merely because it is a potent sourc e and a standard piece
of . military hardware (for many years), we consider the 800 million
candle searchlight used by the U. S. Army.

The collimated

solid angle . o·f this device is 4. 7xlo-4 steradians yielding a
luminous flux output of 3.76xlo5 lumens.

It is possible to

spoil the collimation, of course, and obtain larger divergence
angles.
The conclusions appropriate to this 6o'• searchlight appear
in Figures 16 and 18 .

This device ·clearly poss esses signifi-

cant glare capability.
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In addition to the relative ease with which new compact
- carbon arcs may be designed and built, there exists a standard
· 70 million candle searchlight for aircraft.

We have not con-

sidered this much less bulky device here, but its output is of
the order of 3.5xlo4 lumens and would be another very acceptable
glare source .

3.5

The Mercury Arc Source
Another continuous source is that of the high pressure

mercury arc.

This device operates at 110 atmospheres with a

lifetime of about
with

24"

75

hours,

The G.E. AH6 lamp has been used

mirrors to produce a 3xl07 candle source giving an

·output of 65,000 lumens.

It is necessary to use water cooling

for this source.
Again using a Oel second effective source time, or a
luminance-time product of 6500

lumen~seconds,

the appropriate

glare capabilities are presented in Figures 17 and 18.
The high pressure mercury vapor arc in general uses a
short arc and has good luminance geometrye

It is also a

11

clean11

easily handled source of good field utiliz·a tion potentiality.
A number of other high pressure mercury arc lamps exist, but
the AH6 is typical of the largest available commercial units.
3.6

Hardware
The xenon flash

l~ps

require 'little hardware other than

the collecting and collimating optics, a capac itor storage bank
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. plus simple trigger circuitry and a de charging power supply.
The capacitor storage banks have been discussed in the section
on laser hardware, while trigger circuitry (including a

t~igger

transformer) occupies very little space and consumes only a
small amount of auxiliary power.

The de charging power supply

has also been discussed in the section on laser hardware.
the high average powers a small closed· cycle water cooling

.system is recommended; the cooling system could be made on integral part of the vehicle cooling system.
Photo flash bulb hardware is literally that employed by
photographers plus two important refinements.

An automatic

feed and ejection mechanism must be designed to
bulbs at a sufficient rate to maintain dazzling.

utili~e

flash

Also, a

collector and collimation syst em must be designed, the nature
of the optics being similar to those required for the xenon
·flash lamps .
The large searchlight may be used as an example of carbon

I
I
I

arc hardware.

I

device, but the majority of the weight and volume u sed is

I
I

power supply.

I

I

For

The searchlight plus carrier weighs 2950 pounds

and occupies a volume of about 140 cubic f .eeto

The power

supply with carrier weighs about 5800 pounds and occupies a
space of about 288 cubic feet.

Obviously this is a very bulky

occupied by the carrier equipment

~

not the searchlight or

The aircraft searchlight would provide a more

I

realistic exampie, but details are not innnediately available
. to us.
The mercury arc hardware consists of a power supply, a
starting circuit, collection and collimation optics and a water
cooling system (involving a 1/6 H.P. motor) .

The size of the

power supply can be judged from the lumens output plus a knowledge that the mercury arc efficiency is about equal to that
of

th~

carbon arc.

Thus, a prime power supply larger than the

xenon flash lamp is required, but no capacitor storage system
is used.
We reali ze that our discussion of the hardware has been
very meagre, but there has been little time to engage in a
search f or details.

The general nature of t he hardware involved

should be apparent, however, -and really detailed information
should be relatively unimportant at this stage of the glare
source study.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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4.

CONCLUSIONS
It is evident ·from our photometric analyses that high

~ntensity

light sources are much better glare sources than are

present generation ruby lasers.

We conclude that the glare

systems which can be presently constructed should be arranged
in the following preferred order:

We

1.

Xenon Flash Lamps.

2.

High Intensity Carbon Arcs (with rotating shutters).

3.

Photo Flash Bulbs (with automatic feed mechanism).

4.
5.

High Pressure Mercury Arc (with rotating shutters).

6.

Single Rod Divergent Beam Laser

Stacked Blinking Laser Systems.

~ecommend

Systems ~

the xenon flash lamp system with the FX-56 flash

lamp for a system of tremendous glare capability which can be
designed and constructed immediately.

It is also possible to

.d esign a really mode.r n carbon arc source which would be
reliable, easy to use and especia lly easy to maintain under
field conditions; the glare capability would gpproach that of
a good xenon flash lamp system.
For the future lasers should not be discqunted.

As non-

optical pumping methods are developed, laser materials with
absorption bands matched to specially designed flash lamps
evolve and injection tjpe lasers are further developed, it
may well be that lasers

(wit~

their excellent luminous geometry)

could become the preferred .type of glare source.
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It is evident that Miller and Fry have not succeeded in
demonstrating the full validity of the luminance-time product
theory, nor that infra-red effects can be neglected.

With an

intense infrared source (such as the gallium arsenide injection
laser), near infrared~ excite visual response.

Similarly,

fluorescence of the 'eyeball due to ultraviolet indicates that
this form of "non-luminous" radiant flUx may also have some
glare significance.

More detailed and extensive visual recovery

time studies are needed to provide the basic

d

ta for a complete

evaluation of dazzling and scotomatic glare.

In considering an optical incapacitating weapon, some
attention should also be paid to

e~c itation

forms approximating the O{ rhythm.

of the eye by wave-

By utilizing lower dazzling ·

levels and special modulation waveforms, the disturbance may be
quite pronounced over exposure areas and at ranges at which
high dazzling levels (and consequently l ong recovery times ) are
impractical.
Within the limits ·inherent in the basic physiological
data, the information presented in this repor t is valid and
reasonably

complete~

Further work could be done on spec ific

system details, as well as in
possible sources.

pres ~nting

an array of other

However, we are confident that the most use-

ful sources have bean investigated -and that the general conclusions are correct and sufficient

f'o~

an initial evaluation

of the problem.
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON BRIGHT LIGHT SOURCES

REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON BRI GHT "LIGHT SOURCES

BRIEF STATEMENr OF RESULTS
a.

Sodium Seeded .Flame
An oxyhydrogen flame impregnated with· sodium was subjected

to the -action of ·.a microwave field at 2. 45 kmc and 1 kw output power.
When the orientation of the electric vector was such ·as to permit the
field to penetrate inside the flame -and give rise ·to about -25~ coupling,
the brightness of the flame ·was enhanced by a factor of 130 to a value
close to 2 million foot- Lamberts .

This enhancement was very def initely

a function of the initial (i.e. , unenhanced) flame brightness.

The higher

the initial brightness, i .e. , the higher the amount of sodium .added to
the flame, the higher the degree of enhancement, starting with about 10
at relatively l ow ·levels of sodium seeding.

Judging by the spectrograms ,

more than 75% of the output energy was concentrated in the region of the
sodjum D- lines.

The input thermal power of the oxyhydrogen torch was

computed, from the amount of hydrogen used, .to be 2. 2 kw.
b.

Light Source Using Barium
Hydrated barium chloride in an evacuated tube was subjected

to the action of the same microwave field as .was the sodium flame.

The

observed brightness of the source was about 50,000 foot- Lamberts concentrated
in the range between 5050 and 5350
higher overall brightness.
well as in the ultraviolet.

R.

Anhydrous barium chloride gave a

However, some of the emission was in the red as
(The brightness measuring device did not record

the uv output.)
2

~

'

I

c.

Sour ces in other Spectrographic Regions
A potassium seeded red flame exhibited marked enhancement

under microwave action.

Also an exceptionally bright source in the "actinic"

blue region was obtained by placing copper chloride in .an evacuated tube
into the microwave field •
. Description of the Experiments
a . -Work with Flames
The microwave· field was produced by a Raytheon 707 OK
magnetron operating at 60 cycles . . Microwave generation occurs only during
·a ·portion of the posit ive cycle when the voltage applied exceeds 6000
The field was produced in a waveguide 4. 3" in dimensions .

v.

The waveguide

arrangement was designed to make cert.a in that microwave generation was
dominantly in the TE mode even in the presence of the flame .
10

Two holes

were drilled on opposite sides of the eaveguide to permit passage of the
flame in a direction perpendicular to the electric vector in the TE10 mode.
(Thus the flame was directed along the longer dimension of the ·waveguide
cross section. ) A schematic of the arrangement is shown in Figure T -·1.
The waveguide had an open end and microwaves not absorbed by the flame
were reflected at the end so that a standing wave pattern was formed inside
the waveguide.

Tuning mechanisms located on either side of the holes in

the waveguide made it possible to adjust the length of the resonant cavity.
The position of the flame, therefore, di d not have to be changed to ·obtain
optimum enhancement .a s was shown by using a sliding waveguide section.
The spect ral intensity . distribution ·in the vicinity . of the sodium
lines was recorded using a monochromator.

Some difficulty was experienced

i

I
I
I

3

DIRECT ION OF
ELECTRIC VECTOR

LUMINOUS SOURCE

Figure T- 1. Relation of Geometry of Source and Direction of Electrical Vector

4

I

I

in using this equipment because in spite of careful shielding, the microwave field appeared to affect the monochromator electronics.

However, the

final results obtained are believed to be basically correct.

It was found

that the intensity of the sodium lines was increased by only a factor of
10• .However, .the spreading of the lines was very pronounced, the range of
strong intensity extending over about 50 Angstroms.

(The spacing between

D-lines under normal conditions is 6 Angstroms.) ·In actual appearance,
the sodium doublet was replaced by a triplet.

This is shown in Figqre T- 2.

While precise measurements were not made, the total area under this spectral
distribution curve, i.e ., the integrated intensity was $Ome 100 times
higher than in the absence of

microwave~ .

It is to be noted that broaden-

ing of the sodium lines by hydrogen was already noticed by.R. .w. Wood in

1900~ 1
The dependence of enhancement on plasma density can be deduced
from Figures T- 3 and T- 4.

The oscilloscope trace of the enhanced light

output in Figure T- 2 was taken 15 seconds ·after ·ignition . . Each horizontal
divis ion represents 5 milliseconds, the vertical (intensity) scale is
a~bitrary.

pulsing.

The enhancement .is synchronized with the 60 cycle magnetron
With the arrangement used, the NaCl is slowly blown out through

the open tube ends.

The three curves, a, b, and c, of Figure T- 4 show

oscilloscope traces of the light output .at successive stages of depletion,
3, 5, and 7 minutes after ignition, respectively, on the same scale as
·Figure T-3.

1.

~
I
I

R.

w.

Wood, .PhYsical Optics , 3rd edition, p. 528 (Macmillan).
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Figure T•5. Barium· Chloride Spectr um
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b . ·Experiments with Salts i n Evacuated Tubes
A number of

ex~eriments

were conducted to study the effect

of microwaves acting as the sole source of power .

Barium chloride (and

i n one instance copper chloride) was placed in a quartz tube, 1" i n
diameter and 4 11 long, i.

e., the

same type of tube t hat was used as an

envelope in the flame experiments .

'Ihe tube was closed off at one end and

connected at t he other through stopcocks to a conventional vacuum s ystem
so it could be pumped out.

Provision was also made for admitting foreign

gases, such as argon or water vapor.

When the tube was placed in the micro-

wave fie ld with the same orientation as in t he flame experiments , very
intense green light was generated.

Brightness readings were of the order

of 100, 000 foot - Lamberts under stable conditions and could be peaked to
a n appreciably higher figure for short periods of time.

Spectrograms

taken with a Hilger -Watts p rism spectrometer showed that the luminescence
was due primarily to the BaCl green band s ys tem in the range f rom 5050
to 5350

R.

The band system is due to a

excited stat e to the ground state.

v- 22:11 t ransit ion from t he

2

lowest

When barium chloride i s used i n the

f orm BaC1 2H 0, other band systems of the BaCl molecule appear with
2 2
negligible inte nsities .
a nhydr ous

form,

T-5. ) I f the salt is used in its

the other systems (which i nvolve an excited state) become

·much more intense .
green.

(See Figure

The light emitted, while

inter~e,

i s no longer b r ight

The ·addition of a small amount of water vapor to t he discharge

tube at this stage r estores the bright green color of the source.

Apparently

the water vapor not only quenches the uv a nd red BaCl bands but acts to
2
transfer more energy to t he 7r state with resulting int ensification of the
green bands .

8

I

'I~
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c . .Experiments on Combining de Discharge with Microwave Excitation
A number of electrode designs were used which would not interfere with the penetration of the microwave field into the ·plasma.

The

voltage and current values used were in the range required for an arc discharge .

However, when the de discharge was combined with the microwave

field no enhancement was observed beyond a slight intensification due to
the addition of power.
Discussion of Data
a.

Introductory Remarks
I n order to be able to interpret the brightness data obtained,

it is necessary to correlate them with power values.

This is done by means

of the following standard formulas:
If Lis the luminous flux in lumens, A the ·area of the ·source
2

in em , B the brightness in foot - Lamberts, C the candle power of the
source, then

L

47TA

929 7T

B,

(1)

L/4 'rT = C

The emitting area of the source constituted by the 4. 3 quartz
cylinder of l" diameter containing the flame inside the waveguide is about
2

75cm .
b.

Evaluation of Results for Sodium Flame

6

Since the value obtained for B was 2 x 10 ft-L, Eq. (1) gives
L

= 6oo,ooo

l umens ,

c = 50,000

candles.

9

If' the total power input of 4 -kW is taken into account, the efficiency is

150 -lumens/watt.

However, if we allow for the fact that the coupling

'between the microwave field and the flame is only. 25~ ·and with proper ·design can be made 90~, then the effective power ·input is onlyabout 2. 7 kW.
The efficiency of the energy transformations is therefore as high as -220
lumens/watt .
It is· of interest to compare these values with those of high
intens ity xenon -arc lamps of similar power input, such as the Hanovia
Compact Arc Lamps.

Such a comparison is presented in Table 1.

Since no

.-lamps ·are available with the same power 'input .as our sodium flame, data
.a re listed for lamps of both higher ·and lower .power.
One can note from this table that in these preliminary experiments in which a rudimentary sodium flame is used, . we have ·already exceeded by a sizeable factor the luminous output of a xenon. arc lamp of
comparable power and have exceeded the efficiency by a factor of about .2.
c. .Evaluation of Data Obtained for Barium Source
As mentioned previously, in this case we deal solely with
microwave excitation not with microwave enhancement.

The figure of 100,000

ft - L, which were observed, corresponds (according to Eq. (1 ) to 30,000
l umens .

This efficiency is low but could be improved by a factor close

to x 4 ·if the present 25~ utilization of microwave power ~ere replaced by
· 9~

through a suitable redesign of the microwave cavity.

I t is to be

noted, however, that even the present low efficiency still gives presumably
the brightest known steady-state or regul arly pulsed source in the green.

10

TABLE I
Comparison of Melpar Enhanced Light Source With
Two Xenon Arc Lamps

!

Xenon Arc
Lamp

Xenon Arc
Lamp

4,200

2,200

5,000

600,000

66,000

200,000

50,000

5,300

. 21,500

140

30

40

Melpar Sodium
Source
Power Consumption (watts)
Luminous Flux {lumens )
I ntensity (candles)
Efficiency (lumens/watt)
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Theoretical I nterpretation
While the data are obviously still incomplete so that no rigorous
theory can be formulated, a number of facts stand out which permit to state
at least a working hypothesis .

The following points appear to be of

~rime

importance:
Tremendous enhancement of flame brightness under microwave
a ction.
Lack of appreciable enhancement when the flame source is repl aced
by de discharge .
Relatively low efficiency of l ight output produced solely by
microwave excitation.
I n order to be able to interpret them, we have first to specify the essential difference between a flame ·and an arc discharge .

In a flame , the

electrons and other constituents, such as atoms , molecules, and ions, are
nearly in thermal equilibrium, i . e., they are at nearly the same temperature.
I n an arc discharge , on the other hand, the electron temperature is high,
that of the other constituents is low.
raise the

tem~erature

energies to them.

The effect of the microwaves is to

of the electrons in the plasma, i.e. , to

im~art

high

From the data obtained we may therefore conclude that

the population of low lying excited states increases at a particula rly high
rate when high energy electrons collide with high energy atoms .

,

I

I
I
I
I

There is

also the possibility that the same thing holds when the electrons recombine
·with high energy ions.
The high degree of enhancement under microwave action also
suggests the possibility of the emission of stimulated radiation.

Since

12

this occurs for flames but not for an arc discharge, we ·would conclude that
the atoms or molecules must be -at .a high temperature for this effect to
occur • . It is possible that higher frequency transitions do occur but .are
immediately reabsorbed and thus serve to pump the low lying excited states.

.i
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APPENDIX C
K>DULATED LIGHT STUDIES

..

~DDULATED

LIGHT STUDI ES

From a large collection of experimental da ta taken in the EE6
Laborator y on the optical s timulation by modulated, pulsed l ight , the
following set of cha rts illustrate t he t ype of output s which are obtained.
The results shown are taken from the data obtained on one subject for change
in duty cycle, change in pulse rate fr om Scps to 40cps, intensity variation
from 30% to 100%, and red vs. green light.

The t op tra ce in each figure is

the EEG r espons e showing frequency and amplitude.

The l owe r trace gives

the frequency and amplitude variation of th e light sour ce .
To be not ed are sudden sharp r esponses t hat arise in the EE6
pattern when certain optical stimulation has a high sensitivity on t he
subject.

This indicates a set of'.parameters for which t he subject is likely

to be most dehahi litated by dizziness, nausea , and similar effects.
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APPENDIX D

EIDEI'IC VISUAL MEMORY

i

I
I

I

I
I

EID:m'IC VISUAL MEMORY

INTRODUCTION
Questions concerning the span of immediate memory in sensory
information intake have been the subject of many papers in the psychological literature . . In addition to describing the properties of so- called
immediate or long- term memory, psychophysical and physiological

experime~ta-

tion over the past 50 to 100 years has strongly hinted at the existence of
a short- term visual memory.

Evidence of some elementary forms of short-

1
term memory is found in the work of Kuffler describing the ON and OFF
responses of the mammalian retina - - where the amplitude of a stimulus,
recently withdrawn., is "remembered" in the nature of post- exposure neural
discharges .

The common visual afterimage is another manifestat.ion of short-

term memory evident in certain visual information intake tasks .

In par-

ticular , it is believed that this common aft erimage gives r i se to the
difficulty in computing the information rates from short- term psychophysical
experiments, since very often the afterimage has the effect of elongating
the "effective" stimulus duration from which information may be retrieved.

2

The importance in understanding the operation of short- term visual memory
as the major contributor to the diffe rence in information intake between
experiments which measure the span of immediate memory and the enormous
assumed information intake in normal visual experiences cannot be overestimated.

Recent work done by Averbach and Sperling3, and Averback and

4
Coriell , has clearly demonstrated the role of short- term visual memory in
the processing of information from English letter displays.

The quantitative

2

I
I
I

I

data provided by these researches has indicated that .a high capacity buffer
storage exists in the retrieval of information from letter arrays; and that
this buffer storage is capable of extremely rapid readin and readout -with
storage time (believed to be .a function of the stimulus material) of the
order of significant fractions of a second. -Massa5 in 1961 demonstrated
that short-ter.m memory plays a similar role in the perception of geometric
patterns.

From this work, it -was concluded that the short-term memory

associated with patterns is ·at least partially eidetic; i.e., provides for
information retrieval almost unaffected by the redundancies present (or not
present) in patterned stimulus material.

In addition to demonstrating the

capacity _and storage time of short- te rm visual memory, the work described
.above has also demonstrated that this memory is susceptible to erasure and
confusion.
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Meaning of Eidetic Memory
The notion of memory _associated with visual information intake
is not .difficult to comprehend.
concern itself with

w~at

A very general definition of memory would

may be stored or remembered from a visual display

and how long this information storage persists.

In t his proposal , we are

concerned with a very specific notion of visual memory.

First, we are

restricting our attention to short- term memory, i.e . , memory which is probably based upon physiological aspects of the visual process and not upon
higher integrative .action in the cortex or brain of the individual invplved.
We .a.re not going to em:pha.s ize those aspects of a :person's :prior "history"

I

I
I
I
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which .influence his .ability to perceive information from a visual stimulus.
Rather, we are concerned with the past -- where the past may often enta-il
little more than a .fraction of a second -- ·and the role of this t -ime period
on perception of visual information.

Furthermore, we are concerned with

something we call an eidet.ic memory.

The word 11eidetic 11 essentially means

·vivid . .we use a somewhat more specialized definition or connotation to the
term "eidetic. 11

By

an eidetic memory we mean a memory in which information

·from a display remains ·perceptually -vivid; i.e., a memory in which the
stimulus or its important· aspects are preserved such that perceptual decisions and data processing may be performed on essentially the original
information.

We may further expand on the notion of an eidetic short-term.

visual memory with the simple statement that we are concerned with how
temporal and spatial factors of the visual field in the immediate

past · i~~

fluence perception at the present time .
Some of the s-alient features of this eidetic visual memory .are
outlined below.
. a.

Storage Time
Averbach and Sperling3, in demonstrating the existence of a

high capacity short- term visual memory ·associated with the perception of
letters from letter arrays, noted that memory effects existed over .periods
of time of the order of one quarter of a ·second. .Massa5, in studying the
role of ·short-term memory on spatial patterns, found that considerable

in~

fluence of the past .continues to exist in pattern recognition problems up
to about one eighth of a second.

In neither instance was any work done to ·

.4

determine the effect of the -quantity of stored information on storage time.
From these two research studies, we conclude that short- term memory effects
of the order of significant fractions of a second are -p robably the storage
intervals of interest i n our study of e idet ic visual memory.
b.

Erasure ·and Confusion
Despite the fact that Averbach and Sperling found the short-

term visuaJ. memory associated with letter displays to be capable of rapid
readin and readout, it -was determined that this memory was susceptible, .to
a very great extent, to erasure and confusion by the introduction of extraneous information into the visual display.
that certain spatial

~atterns

In~articular,

it was found

-interposed in the information display sequence

are effective in causing erasure and blanking of this memory.. This points
strongly to the fact that -t he memory is eidetic, i.e . , that it depends ·upon
the exact stimulus correlates.

We, here at Melpar, in later work involving

letter displays and studies of short-term memory using motion picture test
techniques have discovered -that there is a pre- and post- erasure aspect to_
this memory confusion.

In fact, by interposing appropriate masking .fields,

this memory may be manipulated to a very great extent .

More will be said

·ab:ut this point ·later.
c. -Selective Readout
_O f great interest in understanding of short- term visual

memory is the question of selective readout.

Can the subject influence,

through some overt .action -- his ability to read

pre ~ selected

elements of

the display -- and more important, can the display designer produce con-ditions which enhance readout of certain specifi ed elements from the

·5

I

I

l

display while masking other elements in the display?
been done in the past on this particular point.
not been considered.

Very little work has

Set and expectancy have

Neither have questions of ·selective masking of in-

dividual information elements .

A portion of the experimental program pro-

·posed later .deals with this phase of investigation.
The question of selective readout has even wider implications .
The role of short-term storage in long- duration information intake tasks is
not understood -at -all.

- ~n

fact, no conclusive .demonstration that this .

memory is involved in normal .perceptual tasks has .been offered.

We pro-

pose to perform some experiments using the motion picture technique to
demonstrate the extent to which short-term storage is involved in information intake tasks requiring the correlation .o f stimulus elements displaced
in time over several .seconds.
d.

Spatial Extent of Short- Term Memory ·rntluence
Massa, using patterns which extend ·well beyond -the foveal

angle, has found significant differences from results presented i n tne
literature with respect to

short -fu~ation

exposure information transmission.

I n general, the spatial extent of the stimulus (or dispersion of the picture
elements) has not been considered as a parameter in memory experiments.
Furthermore, the place vhere this memory exists (physiologically), i.e., at
the fovea or the periphery (or ·a combination of foveal and peripheral
position on the retina) has not been determined.

From the point of view

of enhancing our knowledge of the physiology of vision, the portion of the
retina responsible for vivid memory should be determined.

~

~

I

I

I
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e . ·Role of Stimulus Intensity on Memory Performance
Averbach and Sperli ng have indicated t hat the short- term
memory, which was the subject of their measurements, may not .be different
from the normal continuing afterimage associated with intense visual displays .

-Massa found that reduction of the stimulus intensity to the point

where no apparent -afterimage exists does not -seriously modi fy the r ole 9f
memory in enhancing the information retrieval from certain displays .

extent to which short- term memory is merely lodged in the chemical and/or
electrical t i me constants of the retinal neural system .should be determined.
The time constants over which memory is effective, i . e . , significant
fractions of a second, appear to be cons i derably longer than those normally
encountered in the chemical and electrical behavior which has been measured
to date .
f.

Inter action of Eye Motion
When considering measurements of memory from information

displays considerably ·larger than the extent of foveal visi9n, one must

I

become concerned with the interaction of eye motion.

I

performance of ten occur ·for certai n critical exposure durations .

l

I

I

The

It has been observed

i n many of our experiments with the motion picture technique that .dips in
These

dips are not recorded in experiments which cite information retrieval from
smaller displ ays. -Measurements made by Massa, . relative to the extent of
eye motion in certain perceptual tasks involving extremely short displays.;
have indicated that -in many instances :the interaction of eye motion and
information retrieval is most .pronounced.

Questions regarding whether or ··

I

I

I

I
I
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not the fovea is blanked during eye motion have not as yet been resolved.
Certainly, experiments regarding the role of eye motion in memory will
help to resolve these and other physiological P!Oblems ·associated with the
role of eye motion in perception.
The paragraphs above have outlined some of the features of ·visual
memory which concern us at this t -ime .

During the course of Melpar's company- ·

·sponsored program which has dealt with problems of eidetic visual memory,
we have found it convenient to consider many aspects of memory in terms of
a single variable which is relatively easily measured from ·various types of
displays.

We call this variable the eidetic decorrelation

with memory for ·any specific stimulus type.

t~e

associated

Briefly, eidetic decorrelation

(correlation) time and its dependance upon the detailed stimulus ·parameters
combines ·storage capacity, storage time and -erasure properties in a single
variable.

For instance, a very sDmple definition of eidetic decorrelation

time might be as follows:

Eidetic decorrelation time is the time interval

during which the temporal and spatial order of the stimulus elements is
irrelevant in preserving the redundancies which exist in the stimulus .

B.y

this definition, we imply that the short-term visual memory is capable of
effectively summing elements of the display which appear ·separated .in time
as well as spatially separated -- and still, from this summation, .we can
·retrieve and take advantage of the redundancies present .in the stimulus
material.

It has been found from some relatively -simple measurements -we

have made, that the concept of an eidetic decorrelation time may also be
extended to include the effects of certain forms of erasure.

In fact, some

I

I
I

I

I

very startling results of the dependence of eidetic decorrelation .time on
the mode of erasure or confusion used in a given experiment have been
recorded.
I n summation, the eidetic visual memory, which we are considering in this proposal, is influenced by many factors of the stimulus pre- .
sentation.

It -is characterized .by a time durat i on

~ver

which it can .store

information while preserving the r edundancies present in that ·information -it can be erased and confused by the insertion of appropriate e rasure fields
in the stimulus display -- it can, through the use of special erasure and
confus i on devices, exhibit selective readout of information -- it .has
associated with it both a spatial extent and an area of occurrence on the
·r etina, i . e . , peripheral or foveal -- it may be strongly related to stimulus
intensity much in the same manner as a common afterimage is - - and it may
'

be wholly dependent upon aspects of eye motion which can be introduced by

control of the spatial extent of the stimulus.

In addition, there .are some

very interesting variables related -to eidetic visual memory which incorporate many of these features in .relatively simple measurements.
Measurement Techniques
Our work on the measurement of short- term memory in vision has
drawn extensively upon the use of a motion picture testing technique .

In

our company- sponsored progr am, we have made two such motion pictures, .to
date.

Our motion picture display provides for a wide variety of pre- and

post- exposure fields and permits extensive temporal variations of the
st imulus .

Furthermore, it guarantees continuous adjustment of the size of

I

I
~

I

I
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the display, and to a certain extent, of the intensity of the display.

In

addition) .the ease of experimentation implied by recording an entire experiment, including instructions, in

~

single reel of film is a significant

timesaving factor where extensive amounts of data are r e quired to

estab~ish

statistical validity.
Thi s motion picture tehcnique has one additional advantage.
Relatively complicated experiments may be performed with extremely .·small
attendant cost; i.e . , we can build some extremely complicated displays

w~th-

out extensive electronic apparatus, and we can .achieve complete .and consistent

I

time control of these displays without the use of highly accurate timing
mechanisms.
To demonstrate some of the properties of the eidetic visual
memory as .we understand it .at the outset of this proposed program, we shall
describe two of the films which we have made, and the ex>perimental results
from these films.

All of the film work discussed has been done ·with 16-

millimeter sound films.

The e:xperimental portions of the two particular

· films cited in this writing were in black and white, but .full facilities
exist .a t the Applied Science Laboratory for the design and production of
color films.

rn fact' the technical (or test) portions of the two films

considered were imbedded in 16-millimeter color/sound educational information footage intended for display and testing at high school or college
science classes.

The non- technical material incorporated with these films

(produced at Melpar ·e xpense) is intended to provide our subjects with some
information about the knom1 facts concerning t he .physiology and psychophysics of vision, and to acquaint them with current research problems .in
this

I

a~a.
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The first film concerned with the properties of eidetic visual
memory consisted of ·a series of six- letter ·arrays .

There ·were two classes

of these arrays; one class was composed entirely of six- letter vords -- the
other class with sets of six random letters .

The arrays were projected on

the screen for ·short intervals of time varying in duration from one to ten
frames (l/24th to 10/24th's of ·a second) . -The subjects were aske~ , follow.
ing each display, to write down in _any order, as many of the letters they
remembered for each of the 140 trials i ncluded in the film.

The ·purpose

for making this particular film was to -determine the base levels of performance for non- redundant stimulus material (random letters), .and highly
redundant stimulus material (words).
mari~ed

The results of this experiment, sum-

in Figure 1, indicate that an exposure duration of 2 frames ac-

centuates the differ ence between performance with letters and performance
with words.
The second film in the series uses the i nformation gained from
Figure 1 as a starting point.

We are interested in investigating :if the

performance measured for words may be deteriorated, or if the performance
measured for random letters can be enhanced by ·a suitable scheme of spatial
and temporal separation of stimulus material, and the -interposition of
masking fields • .Film Number 2, .therefore, . consists of six- letter arrays
which are broken up i nto two three- letter arrays.

Spatial position is pre-

·served; i.e. , if the two three-letter parti al arrays are superposed, the
original six- letter .array would result.

Each partial array is presented

for the optimum duration found in Film Number ·1 ( 2 frames) .

Between the
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two partial arrays, one of three types of "noise" or erasure _:patterns is
presented .for a variable duration.

The noise patterns are classified as;

1.

White - (white screen)

2.

Black - {black screen)

3. Gray - (checkerboard pattern with half the squares, picked
at random, filled in black)
As before, the subject's task is to record, in ·any order, as
many as :possible of the six letters he sees during each exposure. A typical
exposure sequence is shown in Figure 2.
shown in Figure 3a, b, and c .

The results of a pilot film are

These graphs :plot .performance versus delay

for each type of noise for both ·word and random arrays .
all

spati~l

In these :plots,

combinations have been averaged together. -A total of 12 sub-

jects were tested• . Some interesting inferences may be drawn from the
results of this experiment .

Es:pecially.worthy of note ·is the sharp dip

evidenced for word performance under

gray~noise

masking when delay {dura-

tion of the masking field) is increased beyond one frame (Fi~e 3c).
This behavior indicates that .i f t.he duration of the masking field is short
enough, this field has no effect on the perceptual redundancies in the

I
I

stimulus; in other words, a delay of one frame is -within the eidetic de-

~

·.the second three -letters ·was superior to that of the first three letters,

I
I
I
I
I

correlation time .

Further analysis of the data indicated that this gray-

noise mask has the property of causing pre- erasure.

by a factor of about .t hree to one.

The :performance for

Neither of the other noise types de -

monstrated pre- erasure.
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Another interesting result ·is shown in the graph for black noise
(Figure 3b).

Note that ~hile performance for words stays relatively con-

stant, the level for letters is enhanced with increasing duration of the
masking field~pparently peaking .at 12 frames {1/2 second) of delay.

This

demonstration of enhancement of information retrieval due to interposing
appropriate masking fields -- which modify the

short- te~

memory readin ·and

readout - - has very interesting practical connotations .
The behavior recorded with white noise is also quite interesting,
Ge~erally

speaking, performance for both letters

an~

the duration of the white noise field is increased.

words is increased as
However, this increase

in performance never results in word performance much above the value
achieved without the use of the white field at all.

Again, letter perform-

·ance is enhanced.

Curiously enough, this enhancement peaks again at 12

frames of delay.

Both the curves for black and white noise demonstrate a

manipulation of the short-term memory which can be made to exhibit selective

enhancement of ·perception -- selective in the sense that ve may create redundancies or take advantage of, at will, existing redundancies in the
stimulus material.

Though the data taken to date is insufficient to warrant

firm quantitative conclusions, white erasure fields appear to cause posterasure.

The significance of the results presented above cannot be fully

assessed at this time.

They are presented to demonstrate that there .are

many aspects of even such a mundane display as a six- letter ·array, which

are not yet understood.

Furthermore_, they demonstrate our ability to in-

terfere with, in a variety of ways, the normal perceptual processes ·vbich

I
I

I

l

take place during .and .after ·short- duration displays.

This ability _to manipu-

·late is an intriguing one -- both from the point of view of its practical
application, and from the point of view of making ·a contribution -to the understanding of the way in which memory works.

It should be noted that -in all

of these instances ·24 frames, or ·1 second, is the maximum time considered.
Furthermore, most of the · interesting things appear to have been over by
this time.

Thus again, we see some support for the notion of ·a separate

and somewhat independent visual process called the short- term eidetic memory.
In all instances of our company- sponsored film Mork, data reduction has been performed using the Recomp II computer, .programmed to permit
extensive data processing with minimum difficulty and cost.

The particular

film1 .Film Number 2, in our reference above will be made into a much longer
·version incorporating many more exposures under many different experimental
I

conditions .

This f i lm will be shown, as part of our company- sponsored

program, to from 100 to ·300 subjects, and the results incorporated to
achieve higher statistical reliability in .t he measurements described above.
We regard the data presented in this proposal as the starting point of a
further ·quantitative measurement program concerning the nature of shortterm visual memory -- using this data solely to support our contention ·
that t .here are many interesting aspects of stimulus displays which are indicative of relatively _complicated physiological· and -perceptual processes,
and that these aspects are manifested in short-term yisual memory. -Further
this data supports the hypothesis that there is associated with this shortterm memory a significant variable which we choose to call eidetic decorrelation (correlation) .time , and that through measurement of this time for ·a wide
.variety of conditions, we may be in a position to state accurately the nature
of the short- term visual memory and its physiological implications .
·17
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ESTIM4TES FOR HIGH SOUND FIELD LEVELS

The following co~nts are directed to the generation of high
sound field levels.

It is well known t hat the threshold of pain is usually

assumed to be 120 db above the 0 db reference level of .0002 dynes/cm2 •
Attainment of t his level would not produce any permanent physical damage but
it would induce temporary hearing loss and would also deliver speech interference pulses and

BJ

series sounds with grea t effectiveness .

The equivalent

sound pressure l evel for 120 db is determined as follows:
120db
where

P

2

= 20

= .0002

pl

log 10

P

(1)

2

dynes/cm2

pl

loglO
P

1

pl

p- = 6 = loglO

.0002

2

= 200

dynes/em2

The maximum sound pressure level that can be sustained in air
without cavitation is the equivalent of t he atmospheric pressure of
2

14. 7 b/in .

2

The conversion to dynes/cm is

14.7 b
. 2
1n

2

445 000 dynes
b

X

in
X

2

6

2

10 dynes/em

6 ..4516 em
2

or 194 db above .0002 dynes/em

This is the maximum sound level that can be attained at the sound pr ojector .
We now ca l culate the power l evel at a sour ce which will produce
a sound intensity level equal to the threshold of pain at a range of 1000 feet .
The transmission of plane wave of sound in air i s expr essed by the r elation
I

=I0

e

-mx

(2)

2

where

= sound intensity at point x
I = sound intensity at reference point
0
m = absorption coefficient (per em)
x = distance from r eference to point x (em)
I

Assuming a frequency of 3000 cps, the absorption coefficient for 80% relative
humidity is .00005/cm* .

This produces an atmospheric attenuation of 0.64 db/

1000 feet, a number relatively negligible in our considerations here.
2

The intensity in ergs/sec/cm of a plane wave is
p2

--c

I

(3)

p

where

c

= Pressure
= Velocity

p

= Density

p

2
(dynes/em )
of sound in em/sec

3

of medium in gms/cm

Substituting
1

(200)

2

120db = 41.4

= 9.66
= 9.66

2

x 10 ergs/sec/cm2
x l0-5 watt s/cm2

and
(106)2

I194db

=

41.4

10
2
x 10
ergs/sec/em
= 2.42 x 103 watts/cm2

= 2.42

Consider now the sound field produced by an acoustical radiator
having a beam spread of 30° (! 15°) .

At a distance of 1000 feet the area

covered by sound is
2
A = 1rR

* Olson,

H.F., Elements of Acoustical Engineering, Second Edition, p. 429.

3

where R

= 1000

0

tan 15

= 258.8'

A

= 3 . 14

(2.588)

2

X

10

4

=

2

L96 x 108 cm

Assuming absorption losses are negligible and the ·t hreshold of pain is to be
attained , a radiated acoustic power of
P

= 9_.66

x 10-

5

wat~s

8 2
x 1.96 x 10 cm

= 18 •9

x 103 watts

em
is required of t he source. If the source is not to cavitate, the power
2
level at the source must not exceed 194 db re. to .0002 dyne/cm (i.e.,
6
2
3
2
10 dynes/em or 2.42 x 10 wa tts/em); hence, the aperature of the radiator
3
2
must be at least 18.9 x 10 watts/w.42 x 10 3 watts/cm

2

8 em • This is

a reasonable size aperature to be expected of a piston source driver unit.
This discussion serves to i llustrate that a sound field equal to
the threshold of pain can be attained at a range of 1000 feet using a source
of 64 kilowatts input power to a 30% efficient radiator .

It is noted that

such a radiator would r equire a relatively large power supply; but not so
large as t o be beyond the current state of the ar t.

A drop in power level

by 10 db would st i ll deliver a 110 db sound l evel at t he range of 1000 feet
that would be very effective in creating t he desired disturbing effect s.
This would require a power source of 6 . 4 kilowatts, a unit that could be
transported on a sma ll vehicle such as a jeep.

4
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HIGH POWER RUBY LASER SYSTEMS

Introduction to Ruby Techniques
A vast amount of work, both theoretical and experimental, has
been done on the chromium doped aluminum oxide lattice structure.

It is

no accident, then, that the ruby laser has been so highly developed,
although it is not necessaril y the ultimate type for high .power, by any
means.

Nevertheless, the ruby laser has been subjected to such an

arr~y

of experiments and ruby rod technology has been so refined that the
immediate design of a super power laser system practically demands the
use of a ruby.
This appendix discusses standard giant pulse techniques, which
represented the first breakthrough toward the evolution of a super power
system.

Such a scheme allows power in the hundred megawatt region to be

generated, but, with such a scheme alone, it would be difficult to go
into the 109 watt region of power output .

The full transmission mode

(or "pulsed transmission rode" as first described in an open publi6ation by Vuylsteke), on the other hand, allows peak powers which will
probably eventually go above 10

11

watts to be generated .

The standard giant pul se technique could be of val ue when.uded
in conjunction with a ruby laser amplifier .

For that rea son, a brief

description of amplification techniques is given.

Alt hough it is true

that we generally prefer the full transmission mode scheme, we recognize t hat the use of an amplifier is desirable in certain situations .
For example, using the basic excitation switching at low powers causes
much less trouble with Peckel's cells, etc.

2

I
'

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Tb achieve any significant increase in efficiency in a ruby
laser system, the flash lamp must be ma.r kedly improved.

Improvement by

means of gas mixtures, type of discharge and fluorescent cooling are
discussed.

The first two are probably absolutely necessary to the im-

provement for efficiency; the use of a fluorescent coolant may or may
not prove to be feasible.

·In any event, one percent efficiency will

not be achieved without appreciable improvement i n laser
Cooling is

nec~ssary

~umping .

to incr-e ase efficiency, as well as to

allow a reasonable prf at these high energies and peak powers.
this some consideration in this proposal.

We give

Along with cooling we desire

to match the light into the ruby rod by means of appropriate coatings
or sleeves.

The use of sleeves will also allow more efficient cooling

to take place, so the subjects are- somewhat related.
Finally, in this section, a super power ruby laser .. development program is outlined • . The problems are difficult; however Melpar's
long and diverse experience in -plasma physics, laser development
(starting before the advent of the first laser), applied optics and
e'lectronics indicate that the goals are fea,si'ble.
Standard Giant Pulse Techniques
Since the suggestion of generating "giant" laser pulses

by

1

controlling the regenerative feedback by R. W. Hellwarth , a number of
approaches have been practically denX>nstrated.

~. W. Hellwarth "Advances in Quantum Electronics" p. 334, Columbia
University Press (1961).

3

I
Electro~ptical

switching was the first approach used, and

for highest output powers coupled with ease of modification for optimum
performance it remains the best method to consider for obtaining the
desired laser characteristics .
1

MCClung and Hellwarth

Only basic components were used by

in demonstrating this approach .

With their

apparatus one can achieve the desired end by either of the following two
methods.

First, one must note that the f l uorescent radiation from a

ruby rod with the C axis o~iented 90° to the optic axis is plane polarized .

The polarizer is mounted to pass thi s polarization.

As the

light passes through the Kerr cell the polarization is rotated

45° .

The beam rebounds from the external mirror and is rotated another
through the Kerr cell .

45°

Thus, the field vector is cross polarized to

the polarizer on the return trip, and no feedback is all owed.

After a

suitable delay to allow the percentage inversion to reach a much higher
level than normal for threshold, the Kerr cell voltage is quickly
switched off, maximum feedback is allowed, and the giant pulse 'is
generated .
The other sequence of events that can be used is one that
Melpar is

~urrently e~loying

in i ts giant pulse work.

Basically, the

only difference in the physical arrangement is that the polarizer and
Kerr cell are interchanged and that the polarizer is cross po+arized
to the light instead of parallel to the field vector.

Thus with no

voltage on the Kerr cell no optical feedback is allowed.

Again, after

1 F. J. MCClung and R. W. Hellwarth, J . Applied Physics ~ p. 828 (1962)

4

a suitable delay, a high voltage pulse is applied to the Kerr cell, and
0

the plane of polarization is rotated 90 .

The wave can -now pass

thro~gh

the polarizer to ·the external mirror, reflect, . pass back through the
polarizer, and back through the Kerr cell.
cavity is

~ow

In other words, the optical

complete.

The advantage of this latter arrangement is that since the Kerr
cell is to be actuated only momentarily, a pulse transformer can be used

to generate the high voltage for· the cell instead .o f a d.c. power supply.
Because of the stimulated Raman effect in the

nitrobenzin~

liquid, a solid state Faraday rotator would be preferable to the standard
Kerr cell, especially at _the peak powers requested for this sytem.

This

effect when it occurs in solids is called the Peckel's effect, but it
would be utilized .in the same manner as is the Kerr effect.
KDP (potassi-wn dihydrogen phosphate) and ADP (annnonium
dihydrogen phosphate) crystals are the materials that are
being used at the moment.

commerci~lly

The Faraday rotation is achieved by applying

a strong electrical field along the direction of propagation in this
material.

At the moment, transparent or grid shaped electrodes are being

used to apply the high voltages.

This interferes with the optical path

to some extent and introduces additional losses.

Also, it may be that

the absorption by these electrodes when the laser does emit will be sufficient to completely vaporize the coating .
easily

circ~ented

This difficulty could be

by straightforward design of specially shaped

trades employing a hollor center.

elec~

Alternatively; one might employ Copper

5

I
Chlor~de

crystals which operate under a transverse electric field exactly
'

like the Kerr cell.

.

Unfortunately, only a limited amount of work has beep

done on this material; so, much development work remaias to be done before
a commercial package

u~ing

this material becomes available .

Another modification using Faraday rotation employs ordinary
.barium flint glass.

Here, the rotation is obtained by subjecting the

material to a strong longitudinal U)agnetic field, generated by discharging
/

a capacitor through a coil wrapped around the glass.

As is pointed out

elsewhere in the proposal, minimum switching time is of the utmost importance in generating maximum peak powers.

If only a single LC

circ~t

is used and allowed to "ring", the switching time will be niuch too ._l_.ong
for optimum results .
this

in~xpensive

By employing standard .pulse shaping techniques

approach definitely holds promise.

Another approach to Q switching haS been developed to a high
degree of reliability

an~

performance.

This involves mechanical optical

switching, i.e., speed rotating mirror or prism.

The rotating system

possesses the advantage of having no additional components internal to
the laser cavity to provide furt her losses, but i t
disadvantage of not

be~ng

al~o

possesses the

able to change the shape of the switching

pulse as easily as can be done with electron~cs.

And, it may be that

the effective switching time of the rotating system can never be made as
short as would be optimum for maximum peak power.

A thorough analysis

of the relative merits of electro-optical switching and mechanical
optical switching is necessary to determine which of the two approaches

6

I
w0uld ul timately lead to the better system.

Such an analysis is recom-

mended as an initial part of the proposed development program.
·To illustrate the energy storage capability of ruby lasers,
consider a rod 15 em long by 1. 5 em in diameter, doped to a concentration of 1.6x1o 19 chromium atoms per cubic centimeter.
a ll these atoms pumped to the upper l evel of the

~

Then, imagine

emission lipe . Tlie

s timulated emission can at most cause 1/2 of them to emit.

6
could possibly be \ . x 1019 photons per cm3 emitted .
one photon at 6943 ~ is 2 . 86lxl0 -l2 ergs .
that can be emitted is 2 . 3X10 7 erg/cm3

Thus the.r e

The energy of

Hence the maximum energy

= 2.3

joules/cm3 .

The volume

of this rod is 26 .6 cm3, and hence the maximum energy that can be
emitted by one pulse is about 64 joules .
In giant pulse work this is the best that can be achieved,

and therefore a rod (or rods) having about eight times this volume
would probably have to be used in order to achieve 300 joules in one
pul se,
In view of the preceding, it is of interest to note that in

normal pulsed lasing action, .it is possibJ,.e to pump a rod to threshold,
emit a spike of radiation, and then repump the rod to threshold.
I

I .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

can be r epeated many times during the duration of the pump pulse.
the total energy out can be (and often is)

~uch

This
Hen.ce 1

more than the maximum

that .can theoretically be stored at one time in a rod pumped to 100'f;
inversion.

The Full Transmission MOde
Normally, the maximum possible power output of a solid state
laser is not ?btained, as the Fabry-Perot cannot be 100~ transmissive
on one end .

However, one end (or both ends) is usually quite trans-

So, the advantage to be gained by "switching

parent.

o~tisde

the

p

which is only a factor of o where T is the output transmis'rW
w
sivity, is not great . Nevertheless, making the Fabry-Perot mirrors

c~vity,"

highly reflective, then "switching outside the cavity," does yield a
power output greatly in excess of the normal power output . . This is
true even though the "normal" power output in such a case is very much
less than for. a more advantageous choice of mirror transmissivity.
Although such a method was arrived at independently by
Melpar, the first (and best) published analysis is due to A. A.
Vuylsteke (JAP, ~ No . 6, June, 1963) .
the "Pulsed

Tr~;~.nsm.1ss1on

Dr . Vuylsteke calls this mode

M:>de, " a title very similar to that utilized

by Melpar.
Basically, the
a.

pr~nciples

are very simple, as follows :

Low effective reflection :from both ends is achieved

while pumping the ruby rod in the usual
b.

mann~r.

The highest possible reflection coefficients are

switched on afte-r maximum effective pumping is achieved.
c.

Then, essentially "completely openir;1g one end" (and

aseuming a true step fUnction switch) results in a power output .~,
where

s

is the very high energy stored in the cavity due to both

I
"normal Giant

p~lse

ients used, while

storage" and the extremely high reflection coeffic -

r =~
c

(L being the length of the Fabry-Perot and

c • being the average velocity of light in the Fabry-Perot).
The system actually shown by Vuylsteke (op. cit.) is not
practicable, since ~ 100~ reflectivity at one end will allow lasing
to take place before the proper time , even with the other end uncoated
and its highly reflective mirror deactivated.

Therefore, dual switching

is not only very advantageous but is absolutely essential if the highest
possible power is to be realized.

1' =
thereby demanding

a

c ~7'

It is also highly important that

r(switching)
.
.
,

l ong Fabry-Perot together with nanosecond switching

techniques.
For those interested in a rather refined analysis of the full
transmission mode, reference is made to Vuylsteke's paper (op . cit . ).
~lpar

believes, however, that a greater practicability can be achieved

by means of the "l ong" Fabry-Perot concept and has analytically investi gated the details as an internal research project .

Simple r od scaling

techniques can be adequate as a first approximation to a field device.
~lification

Techniques

I n addition to attempting to scale up existing rods to

~ger

1

sizes, it has a l so been suggested and demonstrated that a pumped ruby

~ . P. Ki sliuk and W. S. Boyd, Proc. IRE ~ p. 1635 (1961)
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I
rod can be

plac~

f inal output.

in tandem to a ruby laser oscil lator to increase the

This approach, though it would .not lea9. to the ultimate

i n effici ency, would, however, not be restricted by the size limitation
of current crystal technology.

Thus, it presents a straightforward

approach to reaching the primary objective of obtaining peak output
powers near 10

lo

watts.

A number of points must be kept i n mind in estimating the
singl e pass gain that

~ght

be realized from such a secondary amplifier.

1

Frantz and Nodvik have pointed out the effects of af.inite pulse width.
Qualitatively, it is easily seen that the trailing edge of

~he

pulse

does not receive as much amplification as the leading edge and hence
there is a net effect of shortening the pulse duration.

This effect

probably has no importance to the desired system, however.
Not so easily seen, but something which quantitativel y
evol ves from their theory, is the fact that the net gain is not ex pressed as the simple exponential, exp. ~

L.

( ~ is .the calculated

gai n per unit l ength arrived at from threshold conditions.) Rather, ,
it is a more compli cated expr ession with the net effect of reducing
the gain.

Further, their theory indicates that, as the photon

1
2
approach es ,~·o 9jcm f or a . 05t1
~ d ope d ruby, the

·

~a~n

d egenerat

~s

~en~ity

to

merely linear amplification, instead of any resemblance of exponentia+
growth.

l Lee M. Frantz and John S. ;Nodv~k, J. of Applied Physics ~ p . .231+6
( 1963)
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Other effects such as end losses and crystal imperfection must
also be considered.

Even with these additional losses and the conserva-

t i ve theoretical approach, it initially appears that power gains of

6 times might realistically be achieved .for a 6" x 1/2" rod p1.UI!ped to
25r{o inversion.

This would demand .prima.ry giant pulses on the order of

200 megawatts in order to achieve outputs around 109 watts.

This is

definitely feasible.
PUmping Advancements
Present flash lamps leave much to be desired, especially with
regard to matching the bulk of their light output to the absorption
band of a laser specimen .

As

long as moderate output energy, low

repetition rates and low efficiency can be tolerated, as they can in
many circumstances, the standard

x~non

flash lamps are quite satisfactory.

As the required output energies and repetition rates rise, however, . low
overall efficiency cannot be tolerated, and the flash lamp is the major
source of trouble.

Especially for mobile weapons. applications, the

smallest power supply and energy storage bank should be used, resulting
in a requirement of optimum efficiency.
Insofar as pumping in the visible is concerned, it is most
advantageous to have the pump light incident parallel to the

c

axis;
0

although this actually lowers the efficiency slightly for the 4200 A
'

absorption band, it ra:t:ses it by a factor of about two for the
absorption band .

,

5pOO

0

A

In many cases, with coolants, etc. present, we can

neglect the ultraviolet absorption band; even though it is of very high
cross - section.

11

What sort of gas combinations should we consider?

Strong

lines applicable to the two main absorption bands of ruby are the
following:

A. Helium:

B.

a.

4121 ~ (2 3P-53S1 )

b.

4471

c.

5875 ~ (2 3P-33D)

d.

4o09

~ (2~1-7~2)

e.

4143

~

f.

4387

~ (2~1-5~2)

~ (23P-43D)

1
(2 P

1 -6~2 )

Argon :
a.

5689 ~

b.

5495 ~

c.

5888 ~

c. Mercury:

~ (6 3P0 -63s1 )
b. 4358 ~ (6 3P -63s )
l
1

a.

c.
d.

4o47

5461 ~ (63P -63s )
1
2
1
3
5769 ~ (6 P1 -6 D2 )

~ (6~1 -7 3D2 )

e.

4339

f,

4347

g.

5790 - ~ (6~1 -6 D2 )

~ (6 P1 -7~2 )
1

1

h.

1
4o77 ~ (6 3P1 -7 S0 )

1.

4108

1

~ (6~1-9 so)
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Without considering further examples, it is clear that a gas
mixture of He, Ar, Xe, and Hg should be investigated, probably with
concentrations varying in the order indicated (from greater to lesser
concentration).

There is actually a large ensemble of Argon lines

varying from 5495 i (2p -6d' 4 ) to 5888 ~ (2p - s ) (16 lines) of com9
9 5
parable excitation cross - sectioQ; these should be appropriate to pumping
the 5600~ absorption band of ruby .

The helium is most appropriate for

pmping the 42ooi absorption band, and the mercury is applicabl e to both
absorption bands.

Semi ~quantitatively

at least, there

se~ms

to be

little doubt that an appropriate mixture of the indicated gases would
be far superior to a simple xenon flash lamp.
In addition to a better choice of gas or gases for the pump

lamp, an important consideration is that of the phase- space distribution
function of the exciting electrons.
by

(r, t)

-r
v

The excitation frequency is giv.en

f

~~

~

(r,v,t) dv

,

X.

~

so that the optimum form of the phase- space distribution function,

f( ~,V,t), depends upon the cross- section shape under consideration . .
C. T. Knipp (PR 37, 756 (1931) showed that an H-type discharge gave
some 50 times more light intensity from a given discharge than did an
E-type discharge.

As

the usual flash lamp discharge is

"E-like~

apparent that some improvement should be sought in this area .

it is

Melpar
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bas done an enorm::>us am::>unt of work in this field, and there is no ques·tion but that we can improve the flash lamp situation from such principles
a l one!

Of course, we do wish to continue the general flash lamp approach,

so that "H- like" discharges such as the theta pinch deserve appreciable
attention.
Another approach is somewhat
having one mirror

f'\J

~re

complicated; it consists of

100% reflective at the laser wavelength and nearly

lOOi transmissive at the pump wavelengths.

Then, making the c -axis

a l so the ruby axis, the end window high pr essure st eel flash ·lamp is
employed .

This gives short pulses of large energy, so that some short

time after the flash lamp pulse has disappeared the "highly reflective"
and the "one end full open" portions of the full transmission mode cycle
can be carried out .

This also allows the cooling problem to be optim-

ized, while employing a very advantageous pumping scheme . . Such a
pumping scheme is also of advantage f or the amplifier portion of an
oscillator-amplifier ruby laser system.
Another possibility i s the use of an appropriately doped
coolant as both the cool ing and secondary pumping agent.
may be possibl e to select a doped

coo~nt

which will absorb heavily

and fluoresce at either (or both) the 4200
bands.

That is, it

i

or 5600

i

absorption

In such a manner a primary flash lamp radiating m::>st of its

energy in an inappropriate region of the spectrum might be transformed
into a much m::>re efficient overall laser pump device .

It will be

necessary to investigate a number of liquids, but doped chelates
woul d show some initial promise.
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Cooling and Matching Techniques
It is easy to see, since the absorption coefficient changes
-1

from 0 . 4 em

at room temperature to 10 em

-1

0

at 77

Kelvin, that a

sizeable increased gain per unit length is automatically achieved by
coaling.

~t

Thus the threshold goes down and the efficiency goes up.

is therefore imperative that some sort of cooling be provided.
As part of the in-pouse program at

Me~par,

the theoretical

aspects of heat transfer from cyl inders to flowing gases
were considered some time ago.

o~

liquids

This was done primarily to estimate the
I

difficulty of cooling high repetition rate lasers.

In that study it

was shown that the effective heat absorption (and light absorption)
was proportional to the volume of the rod and the cool ing was propertional to the surface area .

Thus, for this type of geometry the most

efficient cooling takes place for long crystals of small diameter. This
generalization, however, holds only for the absorbing ruby medium. It
has been demonstrated that cladding of a given diameter rod vith nonabsorbing sapphire possesses the advantage of providing additional
cooling surface with no additional absorbing volume .

Sapphire is chosen

because the basic material in the crystal, aluminum oxide, is the same
as for ruby, and, hence, the coefficient of thermal expansion is well
matched.

As

a point aside, this procedure of cladding also yields

other advantages.

I t provides an additional optical element that focuses

more optical energy into the ruby, thus increasing the efficiency. Also,
there is some evidence that cladding reduces the allowed number of so
called "whisperi ng mdes 11 that can exist in the rod.
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This same study also indicated that more efficient cooling
would be accomplished by using transverse flow of the coolant rather than
using longitudinal flow.

Mechanical designs for achieving this would

constitute a small part of the proposed development program.
The cool.ing of material to cryogenic temperatures poses a
number of other practical problems such as boiling of the liquified gas
(if one is used) and the frosting of the ends of the rod.

Melpar is

quite familiar with the techniques of overcoming problems such as these,
having worked at cryogenic temperatures in a number of other research
programs ( e .g. , cometary re·search and free radical optical excitation
studies).

It is therefore felt that the company possesses the capa-

bility to adequately design a good cooling system that will effectively
incorporate the increased efficiency that comes from working with a laser
system at these cryogenic temperatures.
Further increases in efficiency can be realized by more
effectively transferring the optical pumping energy from the lamp to
the rod.

There are a number of ways that this can be accomplished .

For example, with any sort of liquid compl etely filling the cavity,
some improvement is received by the closer matching of the indices of
refraction.

If, however, the heat transfer is to be accomplished by

using a gas cooled to low temperature, then another technique will be
attempted.

As far as Melpar knows this approach has never been tried.

The procedure would be to coat the rod to 1/4 wavelength thickness
with some material having the index of refraction equalling ~'
(~=the

index of refraction of the material makipg up the laser rod) .
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For ruby this would mean that a material having the index of ·l.33 would
be ideal.

1-hgnesium fluoride, which is often used for this purpose,

has an index of 1.38 .

Using it would reduce the reflection coefficient

from 7.6~ to 0 .15~ for normal incidence .

This approach could also be

used to advantage on sapphire cladding.

In addition to matching radia -

tion propagating inward, the coating would match radiation outward,
increase the critical angle, and hence fUrther reduce the allowed
"whispering modes" in addition to that accomplished by sapphire cladding.
Melpar possesses the capability, (in -house), and has had much experience
in applying thin films to various materials.
The one other ·matching development that could be attempted is
that of a pump lamp having a spectral distribution more closely approximating the absorption bands of the ruby .
ALTERNATIVE LASER ·SYSTEMS
OLher Doped Crystals
There are a number of crystals of excellent qual.i ty which
have been appropriately doped for laser action.

The most familiar

crystals, of course, are Calcium Tungstate and Calcium Fluoride,although
The lower energy ~er photon (most of the

several others are known.

known dopings result in infrared lasers) is not a significant factor,

and in some cases the efficiency exceeds that of the usual ruby laser .
In additon to

c wo4 and CaF , other materialsof interest a:re.
8

2
C wo4 dope with Nd3+ may be of signifi8

o .
2
0 4
8 2
3
cant value for high power, as a large doping concentration is permitted

L F , SrF , B F , and SrM
8
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( I'V O.15i) and operation at room temperature ( N 290°K) is quite satFor "heating up to room temperature"ca se, CAawo with N~3+

isfactory.

4

will give at least 1.5 times the energy per unit volume of laser crystal
that

~03

3

with cr + gives .

The rare earth trifluorides hold great promise, although the
work to date is rather- meager .

They hold advant ages similar to that

required by a u3+ ion, which should be -positioned in a fourfol d symmetric
charge compensated site volume.

That is, the rare earth trifluorides

are particularly adaptable to being doped by the usual rare earths, presumably resulting. in a very compatible laser material.
Glasses
Some rather peculiar, inhomogeneous glasses, possessing no
sensible proportions of

B o, Sb o , etc . have been made to act
.a
3 3
3
as acceptable hosts for the Nd + ion. In other words, rather common,
s~o~ ,

.. c.

readily available glasses appear to offer great promise as
ricated hosts , in addition to offering easy doping .

easi~

fab-

It is, indeed,

difficult to beli eve that scattering losses can ever compare

favorab~y

with a good single crystal host of an acceptable nature .
Nevertheless, it is readily noted that a great opportunity
exists for "tailoring"the absorption bands, so that i t may well be
possible to obtain overall

efficienc~es

of a very high value .

Secondary

fluorescent dopings, probably pot greatly influencing the rare earth
doping ion, may result in an overall pump system with an order of
magnitude or more increase in efficiency.
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Other Schemes
Other laser schemes are also possible, some with high power
capabilities and others which may be of value in an amplifier situation.
Liquid lasers with a r elatively long time "structure" hold promise , at
least up to that power limit wherein the Raman effect becomes serious.
For the times under consideration the1 a r e only a different t ype of
gl ass ; a glass of such a puri ty that liquid lasers may hold great
promise .
Knowi ng the importance of the phonon-el ectron inter action(and
assuming a knowledge of the deformation potential treatment of this
subject- -which is rather standard), it is clear that material s under
extremely high pressure should be investigated.

It may well be possible

to develop a really high power "staircase laser, " using phonon- electron
i nteractions to cause population inversion of the electric field
spl ittings.

Other interesting anomalies may prove of great value wheri

considering the use of ultra high pressure laser systems.
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